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THE LORD4I! PRAYER,
BY L. D. SANTEE.

T riteNa of my sainted mother,
Who taught me tojnieel and pray
-In the quiet hush of the twilight, •
my far-off childhood day;
=apt to the sweet "010: Father,"
Has a deeper meaning come,
I feel the heed of a guiding hand
As a child has never done.
In ;the roar and diti of the battle,
In the conflict and the strife,
In the cares of an:arduous manhood,
l;i"..„The toils of a, hfisDife,-.
then our hearts armiern with anguish,
'Our lips, are pail* dumb,
...but we pray to the One iff Heaven,
Dear Lord, "thy kingdom come."
Though loud is the trumpet's echo,
And fierce are the fires of war,
I look to the One in Paradise
As the central guiding star;
I feel. that through his bounty
Are earth's toiling millions fed,
Audi pray the Lord to "give us
This day our daily bread."
The. Els eaveu-sent dove, down-tending,
Rested upon the Son,
eAnd his peace in love descending
Shall guide till life is done.
Until our breath is failing,
:1- And our earthly eyes grow dim,
hWe'll giVe 'for aye the glory
•` And the honor unto lath.
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.
huettog that feared the Lord stoke often 005 to another; and th,
tirkened, and heard -it, and a book of remembrance was m ritten tcAI foie
for them that feared the Lord, and "that thought upon his name."
t. :10..

IN THE MINORITY,
-. BY ELD. A. S. TIUTOJII,MS.

\\r, .tire in the majority," sounds much more
a-;11 tb,:. doubtless, to most people, than does the
;; ;:.6ntence, And ~veil it may, if the majoro in the right. But unfOrtunatoly for both
,ority And power, justice and .right are not
- ar, on their side. Says Solomon : "And
ide'of their oppressors, there was power."
LleligiOn of the Bible has never been retd, loved, and vindicated by the majority of
•Protestantism is outnumbered by Paganto-day by about ten to one, and by Roman
'elicistn by about two to one. But what untanding Christian of any denomination of
dtt 41nts concludes therefrom that Protestantfalse, and. Catholicism is the true religion ?
„tic thing is observable by all, and that is,
higi God has called out any class of

Christians with light and truth in addition to
that held and taught Ni older religious bodies,
the latter have stood -ready to array themselves
'in hostility to the former. 'From them persecution has come first, strongest, and the most continued.
What does it avail to be in the majority, if
their " defense is departed from them ? " What
if persons are •in the minority, if they have a
" thus saith the Lord " for their shield ? " If
God be for us, who can 'be against us ?"
- Viewing the matter from our standpoint, we
behold the awful consequence of being found
with the majority at the time of the flood ; yet
up to the point when sure and swift destruction
Overtook the unbelieving, the Antediluvians
felt safe and secure. But while this vast host
were wrapped in their watery shroud, with hope
forever fled, the minority, the whole human
family left, were floating away in the dim distance, in the ark prepared of Noah, " by the
which he condemned the world, and became heir
of the righteousness which is by faith."
Who at the present time counts those happy
that were found with the majority when the professed 'people of God preferred the life and companionship of a murderer to that of Jesus, while
they cried of the 'Prince of peace,'" Crucify
crucify him " ?
Both majority and power were on the side of
Saul, when he was exceedingly mad and " madehavoc of the church, entering into every house,
and haling men and well-den, committed them
to prison. But when he had yielded the
powers Of his mind and body to do and suffer
the will of God, he could rejoice in the society
and lot of the minority.
As a denomination of Christians, Seventh-day
Adventists are comparatively of a recent origin,
and numerically, older denominations are stronger
than ourselves. From our very infancy, the
truths we published to the world have been perseveringly opposed by our seniors in religious
organizations. From them We have 'received
the share of attention due us, if it has not always
come in so kind and Christian a manner as we
could desire. Misrepresentations, slander, persecution, and cruel falsehoods, have been among
the weapons brought to bear against our work,
especially that of proclaiming the perpetuity
and immutability of the ten commandments.
Emphatically is this true, of the proclamation of
the Sabbath of the fourth commandment.
Here is an example : " Seventh-day Adventists are not numerous enough in any community
to sustain meetings on the seventh day." This
misrepresentation was coined in Vermont some
three years since by a Methodist minister, and
published by him, so far as I can learn, wherver in the State he strikes against the Bible
Sabbath, Not long since, this clerical friend was
summoned to Waterbury Center to preach his
elaborate discourse on the Sabbath question, a
few having recently embraced the Sabbath there.
This preacher has the power to convince those
who.can believe the incredible, and who care not
whether strong statements are reasonable, logical,
or Scriptural, that the first day is the Christian
Sabbath.
Eld. R. S. Owen was immediately notified of the intended effort against the Sabbath. The minister appeared, attended by
a staff of twenty or more preachers. Bro.
0. heard and reviewed his discourse. More
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than twenty ministers making a descent upon
a little innocent company of commandmentkeepers ! Now 'We submit, that this was a
waste of vital force. Only think! 'what should
we conclude to see twenty eagles descend upon
one swallow, and soar away screaming out their
triumph, while their innocent victim remained
unharmed and unmoved ?--Why, we should conclude that -those kingly birds attempted to do
something which they' could not, or that the
whole thing was a farce.
Herod could have boasted of superiority of •
earthly power and of riper years than John
the Baptist ; but who would not prefer the unspeakable reward lying before the Baptist in the- r
resurrection morning, to the fate of that earthly
Monarch ? God has a far greater respect for
righteousness than for years. " The hoary head
is a crown of glory, if it be found in the way of
righteousness.",
The declaration to ancient' Israel was : " The
Lord did not set his love upon you, nor chOose
you, because ye were more in number than any
people ; for ye were- the fewest of all people ;
yet for this little company the most wonderful
deliverances were wrought, the most astonishing
victories gained, and to them choice promises'
were made and fulfilled.
There is one ease, at least, on record, where the
Lord said to a cautious leader " The people
that are with thee are too many." In this instance God was better pleased to work with
three hundred than with thirty-two thousand.
And it. is certain that the same might be true
again in accomplishing great results.
And here again are words of comfort and a
golden promise : " Fear not, little flock ; it is
your Father's good pleasure to give you the
kingdom." Remove from the - Bible the promises
made to humble believers, always in the minority,
and hope has forever fled.
Remove the cross of Christ, preach smooth
things, fill the professor's pathway with flowers,
"And many people shall go and say, Come ye,
and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord,
and to the house of the God of Jacob."
""'Encompassed by a throng,
On numbers they depend ;
They say so many can't be wrong,
And miss a' happy end."

Battle Creek, Mich., Jaw. 16.

THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM.
BY MRS. M. E. STEWARD.

THE last winter of Jerusalem was paSsed amid ,
the horrors of civil war. The city 'was occupied
by three hostile parties, who tried in every way
to destroy each other, instead of uniting to oppose the common foe which they,knew. was approaching. "Eleazar, son of Simon, the first
cause of the war by.persuading the people to reject the offerings of the Roman emperors," had
taken .possession of the inner courts of the temple. From his high position, he had the _adVantage over his twd antagonists, and had access to,
the stores of the temple, which 'were full. He
had but twenty-four himdred men.-= olln of
Gischala, with six thousand men, occupied the.
outer courts of the temple, a middle p.oSitionlbetween Eleazar and Simon the son of Gioras,-who,
with a band of fifteen thousand men, occupied,
the upper city. Showers of deadly miss - s:aye
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continually discharged, and the pavement of the the mountains used. There is mention made by If we lay our friends away and come bad
temple, and. the very steps of that altar that had Josephus of the hill fortresses, which were so empty years, he comforts us with the prom
borne acceptable offerings to God, were now strong that Titus thought they would have been a. resurrection morning.
strewn with dead and dying human victims. All impregnable without the help of God." Jesus
Unanswered prayers as well as answered
the resulting horrors of Satanic passions let loose added, " Let not them that are in the countries have enriched our lives. " Prayer is a bi
filled the house once dedicated to God amid enter thereinto." Luke 21 : 20, 21. " This that flits beyond this iron world, and touches
scenes of surpassing splendor. Yet the usual re- warning was not kept private. : Matthew's Gos- who made it."
ligious ceremonies still went on,—" a strange pel was published long before that destruction,"
The dawning, of this truth upon otir mind
feature in this fearful contest." " Not onlythe —Matthew Henrv. We may learn from this an inspiration, if we are able to say, " No.
pious inhabitants of Jerusalem constantly en- that our Lord always means precisely what he will, but thine, my Father."
treated and obtained permission to offer up their says.
"We are nobler than our deeds, and gre
gifts and prayers before the altar of Jehovah,
When the Romans came to Jerusalem the sec- Tohe holy, just, and true is more than to be ha
but even strangers from distant parts would still ond time, it was' at the season of the passover. it is life ! "--Golden -Rule.
arrive, and, passing over the pavement slippery Jesus knew that at that time the Mosaic law
with human blood, make their way to the tem- called for the presence at Jerusalem of every
THE MORNING OOMETH.
ple ,of their- fathers. . . . Often in the very act of male throughout the nation. Oh that Israel had
prayer or sacrifice, the arrows would come whiz- heeded the kind voice of warning ! The comHo! watchman, standing on thy tower,.
zing in, or the heavy stone fall thundering on mand :of the -Saviour was concise, simple, and
As years sweep onward in their flight,
their heads, and they would pay with their lives readily understood whe/I the time came for acWhat signs in heaven attract thy sight,
Predictive of the coming hour,
the price of kneeling and worshiping in the sa- tion by all who were not blinded by unbelief.
When earth shall see the reign of right?
cred place."
When the Majesty of Heaven speaks to us in arty •
What of the night? What of the night?
And pointing to the dim, gray. light
" The space around the temple became a mass of way, it is for our infinite advantage to carefully
Just struggling up the eastern sky,
ruin and desolation; and in these desultory con- hear and implicitly obey.
A promise and a prophecy
" In'times of imminent peril and danger„it is
flicts the granaries, which, if carefully protected,
That day shall chase the dark that gloomeeth
O'er heaven to hide it from our eye,
might have maintained the city .in plenty for not only lawful, but our duty, to seek our own
The
watchman saith, "The morning cometh I"
years, were either wantonly thrown to waste or preservation by all good and honest means ; and
And angels sing, "The morning cometh!"
set on lire by Simon lest they should be seized if God opens a door for our escape, we ought to
And earth repeats, "The morning cometh!"
•by John. The people, in the meantime, particu- make our escape; otherwise we do not trust God,
And "God be thanked!" our hearts reply.
larly the old men and women, groaned in secret; but tempt him. There may be a time when
• some uttered their prayers, but not aloud, for the even those that are in _Judea, where God is
speedy arrival of the Romans. It was dreadful known and his name is great, must flee to the
SUNDAY AGITATION IN INDIANA,
----to witness the deep and silent misery of the peo- mountains; and while we only go out of the
F110M the Indianapolis News of -Nov..23,
ple ; . they .dared not utter their grief ; their very way of danger, not out of the way of duty, we
groans were watched. But it was even more may trust God to provide a dwelling for his out- we clip the following item concerning the co
dreadful to .see the callous hard-heartedness easts.",—M attheu Henry. This is just what we tutionality of the Sunday law of that S
which had seized all ranks; all were alike be- expect in the near future, and we may strengthen Will some of our Indiana friends who, are
come reckless from desperation ; there was no our hearts in considering God's tender care of
feeling for the nearest kindred, their very burial his ancient people. Oh, the difference then, be- quainted with this matter inform us of thewas neglected ; all the desires, the hopes, the in- tween the feelings of him who has spent his time cision ?
terests of life were extinguished; death was •sO and talents in accumulating a' treasure of grace,
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE SUNDAY [Al
near, it was scarcely worth while to avoid it."— wisdom, and good works which he may- take with
William Johns, having been fined for selli
him, and the leanness of him who is stripped forMiknan's History of the Jews.
cigar on Sunday by Judge Heller, will, thro
ever
from
his
earthly
wealth,
the
result
of
his
No wonder Jesus wept over Jerusalem. She
his attorneys Spaan & Heiner, ask the Supi
had killed the prophets, and stoned those who life labor
A very great Multitude assembled in Jerusa- Corm to decide upon the ccmstitutionality of
had been sent to her (Matt. 23:37), irrevocably
Sunday law, in that, as it now operates;
sealing her doom by crucifying the Son of. God, lem to celebrate the passover, bringing their sac- crimination is made in its application as be
and now God had left her to be filled with her rifices to the temple, unconsciously for the last those who conscientiously and religiously ob
own doing•s, preparatory to the execution of his time. Josephus says, " The high priest found the first clay as a day of rest and those w
threatened judgments. Because punishment the number of sacrifices [paschal lambs] was serve the seventh day. The question will
may be long delayed, none need console them- 256,500, which, upon the allowance of no more asked, whether, if the exception is invalid,
selves with the idea that justice will not surely than ten that feast together [he does here allOw entire law is not invalidated. Under the C
overtake them. God can no more ignoro his jus- some more, As the sacrifice must all be con- stitution of the United States and of the Si
tice than any other one of his perfect attributes. sumed, and nothing left till morning, from ten to religious beliefs are not to be legislated upon.,
Could the perfection of his character and gov- twenty united in eating a lamb], amounts to is also set forth in the State Constitution tha
ernment have been maintained, Jesus, dearer 2,700,200." This number included only those pOwer to say what shall not be offenses b
to the Father than any other object, would who were free from ceremonial defilement. In exclusively to the legislature. In the .S
not have been given by him to shameful suf- 'the year 65, Josephus says 3,000,000 were pres- law, the legislature, while especially decl
fering and death. If justice must visit full ent at the passover. It seems from this that the that the law shall not conflict with religiou
measure on the sinner's substitute, excellent and destruction of Jerusalem was designedly not lids, yet allows the Jew to do things on St
holy as he was, how will .it be with the finally alone of that city and its inhabitants; but as the and prohibits others from doing the same t
impenitent, who have not formed a character religious center' of the Jewish nation " whither It therefore seems that while the legislatur
the tribes go up unto the testimony of Israel,"
worth preserving !
it
received the entire head of the nation as " a exclusive power under the Constitution to c
At length the Roman army under cestius
offenses,---a power with which the Supreme C
(" the abomination of desolation spoken of by prison," and there they perished nationally.
cannot
interfere,—it has, in the increase of
(ro be continued.)
'Daniel the prophet, . . .whoso matted' let him
power, run counter to the other constituti
understand." " Things revealed belong to U8, and
provisions as to religious beliefs, by allowin
therefore must be humbly and diligently searched
question.•of religion to enter into the Sunday
UNANSWERED PRAYERS.
into. The great New Testament prophecy is
at all. The point is a nice one for the Sul
called a revelation not a secret."— Matthew
WE find in reviewing our Christian experience Court, and its decision will be awaited with
Henry),—at-last this army compassed Jerusalem. that unanswered prayers are among our greatest terest.
After attacking the walls for a few days, when blessings, among the things for which we most
he could easily have entered in triumph, Jose- truly and sincerely thank .our Heavenly Father.
THE DEVIL'S OLD MEN,
phus says "he retired from the city without any While the grief that disappointed hope and unreason in the world." This gave the Christians answered prayers occasioned, was fresh,-in our
I MET a man one day on his way to the
an opportunity of escape. Eusebius, a church minds, we almost knew that God did not care where prayer was wont to be made. He ha
historian who wrote early in the fourth century, for us, that prayer could not avail ; but when passed the mile-stone of life labelled " sed
says they fled to Pella in Perea, a mountainous the bitterness was past, we found that • he had years." His back was bent, his limbs tree
country beyond the River Jordan. Others went dealt with us in love.
beside his staff, his clothes were old, his c
to Mt. Libanus. It is said that not 'a Christian
If his wisdom could be measured by our finite was husky; his hair was white, his eyes were,
perished in Jerusalem. Josephus says that when minds, if it could be directed by our wishes and and his face was furrowed. Withal, he se •
Vespasian was, approaching Jerusalem, a great our prejudices, we should be without hope or still fond of life and full of gladness, not it.
multitude fled out of Jericho to save their lives. refuge; but it cannot, and when the next step put out with his lot. He hummed the
Jesus had said, " When ye shall see Jerusalem is not quite clear to us, or our way is hedged familiar hymn, as his legs and cane carried
compassed with armies, then know that the des- about, we can only wait, or work and trust; for along.
"Aged friend," said I, "why should
olation thereof is nigh. Then let them which lie answers our prayers and cares for us in his
are in Judea flee to the mountains," not to those own way, and we find, usually, that that way is man be merry ?"
"All are not," said he.
mountains near Jerusalem, but to those at a dis- best.
" Well, why then should you be merry ?"
tance ; probably more for secrecy than protecHe does not withhold from us some of life's
" Because I belong to the Lord."
tion, though Bloomfield says " for defense as well desirable things without a promise of compensa" Are none others happy at your time of I'
as refuge, f-orwhich purpose we perpetually find tions. If we sow in tears, we shall reap in joy.

'JO. 31, 1882T
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"No; not one, my friendly questioner," said
le; and his form straightened into the stature
f his younger days, and something of inspirak Set a beautiful glow across his countenance,
'4 he continued : " Listen, please, to the truth
rom one who knows ; then wing it round the
'orlkand no man.of my threescore years and ten
1411 be found to gainsay my words : Tlie devil
ivis no; happy old men ! "—Selected.

MI* • —*THE CONVERSION OP ST. PAUL.
AMhhe fell to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Saul,

persecutest thou me ?" Acts 9 :4.
kel, whyTuE
midday sun, with fiercest glare,

Broods o'er the hazy, twinkling air;
Along the level sand
The palm-tree's shade unwavering lies,
Just as thy towers, Damascus, rise
To greet yon wearied band.
The leader of that martial crew
Seems bent some mighty deed to do,
So steadily be speeds,
With lips firm closed and fixed eye,
Like warrior when the fight is nigh,
Nor talk nor landscape heeds.

Joseph ; in the throne - the Father, is higher than
Jesus.
11.. None could come to Pharaoh but. by Joseph ; none can come to God but by Jesus.
12. The Egyptians and Joseph's brethren all
bowed to him ; saints and Angels all fro* to Jesus.
"Every knee shall bow."
13. During the famine, Joseph purchased all
the land ; Jesus purchased the earth by his death
on the cross.
14. Joseph bought the people ; Jesus bought
us, we are not our own.
15. Joseph fed the people in time of famine ;
Jesus furnishes the only spiritual food for the
race.
16. Joseph gave his people the best land in
Egypt, the land of Goshen ; Jesus will give his
people the earth made new.
17. Joseph saved Israel; Jesus will give the
true Israel an everlasting salvation.
Clyde, Ohio.

A MINISTER'S LETTER, AND THE REPLY,

What sudden blaze is round him poured,
As though all heaven's refulgent hoard
In one rich glory shone?
One moment—and to earth he falls!
What voice his inmost heart appalls?—
Voice heard by him alone;
For to the rest, both words and form
Seem lost in lightning and in storm,
While Saul, in wakeful trance,
Sees, deep within that dazzling field,
His persecuted Lord revealed,
With keen yet pitying glance,
And hears the meek, upbraiding call
As gently on his spirit fall
As if th' Almighty,Son
Were prisoner yet in this dark earth,
:, Nor bad proclaimed his royal birth,
' Nor his great power begun.
" Ah 1 wherefore persecut'st thou me? "
He heard and saw, and sought to flee
His strained eye from the sight;
But Heaven's high magic bound it there,
Still gazing, though untaught to bear
•
Th' insufferable light.
" "Who art thou, Lord? " he falters forth—
So shall sin ask of Heaven and earth
At the last awful day.
" When did we see thee suffering nigh,
And passed thee with unheeding eye,
Great god of judgment, say?"
Ah little dream our listless eyes
What glorious Presence they despise,
While, in our noon of life,
'To power or fame we rudely press—
hrist is at hand, to scorn or bless,
Christ suffers in our strife.

—John Keble.
A BEAUTIFUL COMPARISON,
av ELD. H. A. ST. JOHN.

", HAs, the reader ever noticed the beautiful
ceness between Joseph and Christ ? Let us
itilly --consider some of the points of resem1Itztce.:=
L The story of Joseph is the best in the Old
Ptairient ; that of Christ, the best in the New
stanient.
2. Joseph was one of a large family ; so was
rist.'
3. JoSeph was most loved by his father ;
, rist Was emphatically' the beloved Son of the
then
t Joseph sacrificed the society of his father
d hoMe to save life ; Jesus left riches, glory,
§:Father, and home to bring life to the race.
...5 Joseph was sold for twenty pieces of silver ;
'qs, kr thirty.
.6, JoSeph unjustly suffered in prison ; Jesus
iS
justly suffered and died.
T Joseph was greatly exalted after his humilion ;: Jesus was highly exalted after his suffer.
, 5,. Joseph received all power in the land of
. ypt; Jesus received all power in Heaven and
kr th.
,
9; None should lift the hand or foot without
$eph ; :Jesus says,'" Without me ye can do
thine
Ili In the throne Pharaoh was higher than

[The following is a letter written by a Congregationalist

minister of Maine to a young brother in the city of Springfield,
Ill., who was formerly a member of his church, but who has
since embraced the views Of Seventh-day Adventists. The reply was made by request of the latter, but failed to reach the
minister, as his wife received it during his absence, and destroyed it immediately after reading. It seems a very poor
way to gain the confidence of young converts, to refuse to
hear both sides of a question .in which they are interested ;
and the young brother to whom the letter was addressed thinks
that professions of humility and brotherly love are a little doubtful when coupled with such a way of treating his letters.
A. H. c.]
S, JUNE 29, 1881.

DEAR FRIEND AND BROTHER IN CHRIST : I
have received and read the tracts you sent me,
and these are not the first of the kind I have
read. I have also read books of the most talented authors, advocating the peculiar tenets
which they set forth ; and while I think I sit at
the feet of Jesus, and am ready to receive any
increase of true light, come it from what quarter.
or through what channel it may, I am not yet
convinced that I am in error with regard to the
Sabbath or the immortality of the human soul.
Those who argue for the seventh day as the
Sabbath and the only day for the Christian Sabbath, and so make infidels of the church of God
because they do not keep that day holy instead
of the first, I look upon as in this thing " straining at a gnat and swallowing a' camel." They
seem to make everything important relative to a
proper observance of the Sabbath depend on a
certain segment of time called the seventh day.
So far as time, in itself, is concerned, I do not
suppose that any one hour or day is more holy
than another. And certainly there is nothing
holy in the name seventh. Were this the day
well-nigh universally kept by Christians, instead
of the first, I should riot keep it any better as to
religious exercises and a day of rest than I now
do the first, and I think you would not, my
brother. And then if you keep the seventh, or
Saturday, you at not sure that you keep the
exact time that the Jews did anciently in Palestine, or that they do now there. I am sure you
do not. Then again, the change that has taken
place from the seventh to the first, God never
would have suffered in connection With his
church and the gospel, had it been such a monstrous wrong and injury to the world.
Oh how prone men are to get hold of some
unimportant idea, and make a hobby of it, instead of devoting themselves to practical godliness. I do n't know but some pretty good men
would die if they could not fight the .church of
God on some line or other.
For my views on life eternal, and its opposite,
eternal death, I refer you to Christ's words in
John 17 : 3. I would give more for what he
says on the matter than for all simply human
reasonings. Please read, and ponder and pray.
My interest in you is warm and tender. Do not
readily give up old and tried truths for new and
contradictory ones. Cling fast to the example
of Christ. Our prayers and best wishes are for
your temporal and spiritual good.
Fraternally,
A. M
N.

REPLY.
SPEINGFIELD, JULY 9, 1881.:

DEAR S ER: I have been requested by my cousin,
W. H. Barker, to reply to your letter of June
29, in which you write to him pretty plainly on
the Sabbath question. I will endeavor not to
weary you with a very lengthy epistle, and yet
notice the leading points in,your letter.
In the. first place, you speak of having read
books by the most talented authors bearing on
the subject, but mention none of their names,
which would have been very gratifying, as your
letter indicates that you have made a mistake in
regard to their talent, or else have forgotten or
withheld the most important features of their
books. For I am quite certain that our leading
writers are far from presenting the subject in tie
light which you represent. I refer to your statement that Sabbath-keepers "make everything
important relative to a proper observance of •the
Sabbath- to depend on a certain segment of time
called the seventh-day." This is not true.
First-day keepers, in order to evade the requirements of the fourth commando tent, teach
that the precept requires simply a seventh part
of time, in the order of six days of labor and a
seventh of rest for its observance; and this is
the only " segment-of-time " theory in regard to
the seventh day ever heard of. On. the other
hand, seventh-day advocates attach
6
importance
to, the day numerically, as the seventh day of
the week from the beginning of creation, and the
only day of the. week which can possibly commemorate the first seventh day' of time in which
God rested. But the feature of 'supreme inlportance in connection with the subjeCt is the
authority of God, and the fact that God has corn-,
manded the observance of this particular day.
The institution, then, with us, consists in its being a memorial of the Creator's rest, and indrectly a recognition of his, sovereignty as the
Creator of the world. The feature of rest is a
secondary and subordinate, though important,
blessing connected with the day, and, the weekly
ref etition of divine worship is as essential now
as when first ordained, six thousand years ago.
Again, the Sabbath institution of the fourth
commandment is' of importance at the present
time, as evidenced by the agitation, of the subject both in this country and in Europe, and by
others ,.than "seventh-day keepers. First-day
people admit the importance of a particular day
for general observance in their efforts to secure
the support of that day by legislation; and under the name of " The Constitutional Amendment Party " a large number of prominent and
influential men of the different leading denominations are trying to insert the name of God
in the Constitution, and also to place Sunday
upon a legal .basis as a Stybbath.;
When urged to regard the seventh day, the
opponents of that day say that the particular
day is of no importance, but admit that a particular day is essential in order to secure unity
and harmony in society, and that human authority is sufficient to regulate this day. You admit
this when you say that were the seventh day
well-nigh universally kept by Christians, you
should not keep it. any better as to religious exercises, etc., implying that worship and rest are
of divine authority, while the day itself is.regulated by custom.
Now, we believe that the Author of the fourth
commandment knew as well as human legislators that a particular day would be required in
keeping the precept, and for this reason appointed the seventh day, as the most appropriate for that purpose. To sum up the matter,
then, the Creator knevir that a particular day
would be required, and for this purpose- appointed the seventh day to be kept by everybody ; and this makes it the particular day of
the commandment.
Again, you think God never would have:suffered the change from the seventh day to the
first, had it been such a monstrous wrong and
injury to the world. This is simply human reasoning,—which you affect in another part of your
letter to treat with contempt,---and is opposed
to the facts in this particular case and, -to the
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experience of the world in repeated instances.
The Lord suffered the Antediluvians, the cities
of the plains, etc., although it is said he knows
how to reserve the unjust unto the clay of
Judgment to be punished.
It, is also true that God has permitted a terrible apostasy of the church since the days of the
apostles. And it is a historical fact that Constantine placed Sunday 'upou a legal basis as a
Sabbath while he was a heathen worshiper ; for
he spoke of the first day as the " venerable day
of the sun " at that time, A. D. 321. " Sylvester,
who was bishop of Rome while Constantine was
emperor," Christianized the day, changing the
name of the festival of- the sun, by his apostolic
authority, into that of Lord's day. " To Constantine and to Sylvester, therefore, the advocates of first-day observance are greatly indebted."
Finally, as to your remarks on the Sabbath,
like most of our opponents; you refute your own
arguments ; for even in the limited space of four
pages you denounce, first, the practice of worshiping on a segment of time called the seventh
day, denying that such specific time is required
in the commandment, and then assert that a person cannot observe the law, as he cannot keep
the 'exact time that the Jews did anciently in
Palestine, or that they do there now. Thus you
teach that a-. person is narrow-minded for
making the exact. day of any importance in the
matter; and then you make a proper observance
of the commandment to consist in keeping the
exact day. I cannot construe your letter in any
other way, since Sabbath-keepers make no such
hobby of a local division of time. For upon
this principle a person in the western part of
Palestine could not keep the same time as that
observed by another in the eastern part, and a
perSon traveling around the world would gain or
lose a day, according to the direction he traveled.
But we have no such difficulty in our practice, as we measure a day by one revolution of the
earth upon its axis, and accommodate ourselves
to the day as -‘77-6 find it at any part of the
earth's, surface. " The spherical shape of the
earth, however, is a difficulty only in connection
with the seventh day, as the globe flattens out
upon the first day of the week."
In. conclusion, -I will say of the passage in
John 17 : 3, I consider the language tropical, the
cause being put for the effect ; or, it is necessary
to receive God and Christ and to walk in them
in order to obtain eternal life. Your method of
interpretation is that employed by Romanists to.
prove the literal presence in those passages which
speak of the, body and blood of Christ.
In Prov. 10 :15, we read, " The destruction of
the poor is their poverty ;" yet I hardly think
you would consider this a literal definition of
poverty or destruction, although the passage is
parallel to the one found in John 117: 3. It is
strange that people wilt ignore the literal account of the constitution of' man found in Gen.
2 : 7, and appeal to a passage of Scripture which
is certainly, figurative, in defining the nature of
huMan life ; but such is the case.
Yours truly,
ALFRED H. CLEAVES.
JESUS OF NAZARETH.

AT the crucifixion of our Saviour, Pilate
placed over the sacred head this designative notice : "Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews."
He knew that in. that moment • "Jesus" was
thought to be a most despicable name ; and, Roman that he was, he also knew that there was a
sting in the "Nazareth "—the word being with
the Jews a proverb of condensed contempt.
Borrowing George Herbert's line on another matter, we may say,
. " God held his hand while he did write."
All unconscious of, the fact, he was used as an
instrument for publishing , words of deep and
mystic potency. -The title, which he thought
would burn like a brand of shame, held in itself
a- hidden fire- of :glory. This glory very soon
shone out. First 'things are significant things,
especially in the .history of a dispensation. The

first voice we hear speaking of Christ after his
crucifixion is the voice of an angel, and the first
title given to him is Jesus of Nazareth. Before
the dawning light, through the wet grass, past
the empty cross, now flung down,, where, perhaps, the parchment, with this writing on it
dangled from one of its beams., or fluttered in the
wind over a drift of unmentionable things—the
women hurried to the sepulcher ; and there,
what did they see ? There flamed out on the
black air a glorious angel, and what did he say ?
"Be not affrighted, for I know that ye seek
Jesus of Nazareth, which was crucified."
The very first time in all church history that
the Saviour was preached by man to man, it was
under this title. Peter was the preacher. He
had once so felt its infamy that when, during the
trial of his Master, "one of the maids of the high
priest" said to him, "Thou also wart with Jesus
of Nazareth," he was so overcome by sudden
shame as to say., " I know not the man.' But as
soon as the machinery of redemption was completed, and the Spirit was " poured out from on
high," working wonders, Peter, in explanation of
these wonders, rang out the name, "Jesus of Nazareth."
The very first time that Jesus himself, after
his mediatorial enthronement, spoke in person to
man,.he made himself known under these words.
The story is this : Saul of Tarsus, dashing along
the road to Damascus, 1` breathing out threatenings and slaughter" against the followers of
Christ, was knocked down by a great wave of
glory, and out of the night made by that stroke
of blinding day he heard a voice of power speaking to him, and in answer to his question, " Who
art thou, Lord ?" the voice said, " I am Jesus of
Nazareth."
Taking these things into consideration, and observing that the Redeemer calls himself, or al
lows others to call him, " Jesus of Nazareth,"
nearly twenty times, it strikes us that this
phrase contains a depth of glorious meaning and
a magnet of celestial virtue, to charm our attention and call out our adorative thought. Not
only in this one phrase of the proclamation, but
in the whole of it, and in the whole of the story
connected with it, we find that what was done by
man only in contempt, has been turned by God
into the most effectual means of exalting the
Saviour and preaching the gospel'
" The cross," on which the writing was placed,
first arrests our attention. "And Pilate wrote a
title, and put it on the cross." The cross I what
was the cross like ? Like a jeweled, golden, delicate thing ? Like the thing sometimes looked
at before the glass, put on admiringly, then.
taken off', then dropped among the tinkling
trinkets ? Like the thing that sparkles in the
crown, or blows in the banner, or flames on the
spire ? We need have no superstitious fancy
about this artistic 'device, one way or the other ;
only let us be careful not to,allow the sight of it
to deaden the sense of what (1 ).rist's cross really
was. Oh, it was a shame ! anlushing, burning,
hideous shame ! It was shame itself, though for
our sakes Jesus " endured the cross, despising the
shame."
We speak of the crucifixion, but no one has
yet entered into the reality so as to feel the
shock of the shameful fact. Not' one scene in
the story of Christ have we yet made quite real
to ourselves. - Artists have tried to make such
scenes live in a thousand pictures, ancient and
modern. In these pictures apostles stand about
their Master in graceful pose and picturesque attire ; priests plot, Pharisees frown and gesticulate with dramatic vivacity ; white-haired saints
arc distinguished each by a poetic halo ; weeping
sinners droop with mournful grace and beautiful
emotion ; but you say when your soul wakes up
to a sense of what that story really was when
full of the sun and clear as the day, No, no, that
picture will never do ! If you find it hard to realize a scene in hiS life, how shall you realize the
scene of his death ?
One still, white, hot, blinding day, at Jerusalem,
there was a noise in the 'street—a laugh, an oath,
a scream, shrill 'ring of children's voices, the
Sound of trampling footsteps was heard, growing
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louder and louder, till the shoemaker looked
from his lapstone, and the miller out from: I
mill, and saw a surging, bus ling, cursing crow
and in the midst of it, above the sea of da
faces, one arm of a cross, sloWly quivering ale!)
When at length that cross was lifted up, I shoe
have thought that, any man in the mome
would- look the other way, and feel as if
brain sank and swayed and swung. Yet t
was the particular momen4oelected for this
gravated insult. Any dying man is a sacred
ing, any dying scene a sacred place. It is an &
iom of old, that the curtain should be drawn
fore the inexorable one enters upon his fi
work ; but Jesus was taken into a crowd, a
nailed upright in a crowd to die: The wh
mystery of dying was gone through under
stare of the public; and then it was that Pil
hammered over the dying head the moeki
proclamation that seemed to render into hum
words the loudest laugh of hell : " Jesus of N
areth, the King of the Jews."
I would not, if I knew it, be one to make
physical cross a theme for merely descriptive
declamatory words. I am almost ready to s
in the language of another : " We hold it dam
ble audacity to bring forth the torturing ci
and the Holy One who so suffered on it, or
expose them to the light of the sun that hid"
face when a reckless world forced such a sig
upon it ;—to take those mysterious secrets,
which the Divine depth of sorrow lies hid, a
play with them, fondle them, trick them out, a
rest not until the most reverend of all solem
ties appears vulgar and paltry." All the m
unspeakably do I feel this when my heart
derstands what was under all this suffering
that under the cross, under the nails, under
crown of thorns, there was the cross on wh
the soul of Immanuel was crucified, and the ii
that entered into his soul !
I make no Venture into the sea of God's d
thoughts about the atonement, nor hardly d
speak about its rationale as the judicial gro`
for our salvation ; but I know that it certai
is that ground ; and I know that Jesus on t
cross, dying for sinners, did in some way su
what is instead of his people dying—that, sinl
he then took the representative place of the
f ul; sinless, he was made sin for us; sinless,
suffered that scorn; that pang, that shame,
excruciating publicity, that sense of being utte
forsaken—all that which, without him, sin
would have had to bear tl emselves, and t_e_b
alone--and so I feel that the ,scene depicted
this chapter of. John's narrative is the Gos
Holy of Holies ! We may enter this scene,
not as if it were common ground; we may en
it, but not as artists, riot as sculptors, not
poets, not as musicians, not as talkers wit
hard, ready rattle of syllables, but as pri
with stilled hearts and reverential steps;
may unveil the cross, but. we should do it
tender, trembling hands ; we may pause,
with prayer ; we may look, but through to
Pilate was the instrument of lifting up this w
drons cross, and in so doing was the person
took the first step to bring about the fulfillm
of Christ's words, " I, if I be lifted up from
earth, will draw all men unto me."-07 S
ford. D. D.
—thristian cripples are thus described by
Golden Rule : " Some are without arms ; t
have never helped any one over the rug
places in life. Some are without feet ; they
never gone an inch out of their own way to s
others. Some are voiceless ; they have ne
even by a 'word, encouraged any one who
cast down. Some are deaf ; they have -n
listened to the voice of suffering. SOme
without hearts; they do not know what sy
thy and generous feeling are. What an ap
ance a procession of such characters would m
if they could be seen as they are, on the Are
—it is one thing to agree With a man in o
ion ; it is quite another thing to agree with
in spirit. —S. S. Times.
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" I do think it 's too bad, and father is just as a little more kind and gentle to Elizabeth, she
mean as he can be ! I don't carer she exclaimed might `a—"
" Mis' Heyworth ! Hannah ! " exclaimed the
defiantly, turning determinedly away from her
mother's admonitory " Mary ! Mary ! child !" husband, with suddenly awakened dignity. " I
'!Vhat our eons may be as plants grown up in their youth; that our
,,,ighters May be as corner-stones, polished after the similitude of a pal. " I do n't care ! If father wanted us all to hate hope you'll not attempt to blame me for what
,t5.---Ps. 144: 12.
him, he could n't try harder than he is doing all that sinful girl may have done ; me, a deacon ! '
the time to bring it about. There is n't a day And he clasped the chair's arm firmly, while his
SOLOMON RAY ; OR, LIVING FOR SELF,
that he does n't set his foot down,' as he says, feet took, an amazed jump from the fender to the
to something we all hate and protest against. floor.
A HARD, close man was Solomon Ray,
" Being a deacon does n't help the matter a
You
know as well as I do that if it had n't been
And never a penny ha, gave away;
for some things, ‘Lizabeth would never have left bit, and it won't help you, either, when it comes
He hoarded and saved,•
He pinched and he shaved,
home, and if he do n't mind, there'll be one or to the last; and if you've not done anything to
And the more he gathered the more he craved.
make any one else happy, I'm afraid there will
two others missing one of these mornings."
not
be much happiness for you."
But the hard-earned dollars he labored to gain
And. having " said her say," she turned her
Brought him little save care and pain;
flashing gray eyes, and flushed, burning face
For but little he spent;
away from them toward the heated oven, where,
And all that he lent,
Deacon Heyworth could not sleep' He was,
after giving the nicely-baked bread a vigorous to say the least of it, Surprised. This was not
He imagined should bring him full twenty per cent.
thump and shake, she deposited it again, instead Hannah's usual way of talking, and he could not
Now, as such was the life of Solomon Ray,
of
upon the table, as she should have done.
The years went by, and his hair grew gray;
imagine what in the world possessed her now.
His cheeks grew thin,
" Well, grieving won't do my work," said the If she had spoken angrily, he could have replied;
And his soul within
boy, with a pitiful attempt at cheerfulness. "
but her language had been so calm, so dispasGrew hard as the dollars he labored to win.
just have to quit thinking about it, that is all ! " sioned, so straightforward, that he had not the
But he died one day, as all men must,
And he walked slowly away from the house, least opportunity for anger.
For life is fleeting, and man is dust;
and off over the meadow lot with a sad, hopeless
But he could not sleep ; over and over again
And his heirs were gay
air, that made the mother's heart ache. A whiter he determined not to think any more about it,
As they laid him away;
look came over the patient, care-worn face, and but over and over again would the welds recur
And that was the end of Solomon Ray.
the lines about her mouth settled into tense rig- to him : " If you've never done anything to make
And now they quarrelled, who little had cared
idity as Mrs. Heyworth's eyes followed her son. others happy, I'm afraid there'll not be much
For Solomon Ray while his life was spared.
Was it right, was it just, that her children's liveg happiness for you when it comes to the 18,4;
And his lands were sold,
And his hard-earned gold
should thus be cramped and narrowed !
He could not get rid of them, try as he would,'
Went mostly to lawyers, as I am told.
So well she knew her children's troubles that until, in desperation, he determined to end them
she could not at heart blame her daughter for by self-examination. He ransacked his memory,
.Yet men will cheat, and pinch, and save,
ThOugh all their wealth they must leave at the grave.
the sudden outburst that had just occurred— first carelessly, then eagerly, then anxiously, and
And their gold, some day,
there was too much truth in the girl's rapid with a great wondering if it really could be,
Will melt away,
words. Poor Willie ! How hard he had studied, and if his children might not possibly be glad
Like the selfish savings of Solomon Ray.
every moment that he could snatch from work, when he was dead. The thought was horrible,
And if, that were all, I would drop nay pen,
preparing himself for examination, hoping, al- yet turn whichever way he would, it only grew
And never would open my lips again ;
though against hope, to enter college. How more intensely certain ; for from among all the
But, sad to say,
There's a Judgment day
proudly he had exclaimed, dashing down his years, the days, the hours, gathered from the past,
For all who are, living like Solomon Ray.
he could only single out pitiful selfishness and
books gleefully,—
greed.
'
" There, mother ! there's not an example in
For a terrible voice from the great white throne,
Sleep came to him at length,. not sweet and
To all who have lived for self alone,
this I cannot solve, nor a proposition I cannot
In wrath shall say,
state ; and as for these," rapidly running over refreshing, but busy with dreamings that startled
On that dreadful day,
other text books, "there's not a question here I the man's soul like arrows of warning.
Depart forever from me away."
He dreamed it was the last great day : the
—Selected.
cannot answer, from lid to lid ; and now, mother,
do n't you think perhaps father will let me go ? millions on millions of people melted slowly
THE DEACON'S DREAMS.
And then she thought, with a shiver, of the away from before him, bringing him nearer and
words of her restless, high-spirited daughter, nearer the Great Arbiter of souls..
At last, nothing remained between him and the
MARY, look at the bread, won't you ? It 's " If he do n't mind, there'll be one or two others
Searching
Eye bent upon him. It was an exne, Tguess."
missing one of these mornings." Would it end
a
pression of infinite mercy, loving compassion, and
In a minute, mother," and the young girl in this at last ?
yearning tenderness, yet unswerving justice, that
nt still lower over the book she was reading.
seemed to draW him nearer and nearer, as by
footsthp sounded upon the well-beaten yard,
The corner clock struck nine, and the Deacon some invisible chain.
d both mother and daughter started nervously,
" I am a deacon," explained our friend.
e ,latter slipping her book hurriedly out of laid aside his paper. Mrs. Heyworth's opportunity had come at 'last, the moment she had waited
There was no voice, no sound, yet deep down
ht, and startia4g toward the stove.
for
anxiously.
"
Something
must
be
done.
Oh,
in
his heart he seemed to hear in Hying thunders,
"It's:only Willie," and Mrs. Heyworth reif I only could say something to convince him ! " I know thee not ! " while the angels turned
med her patching, with a sigh of relief.
His heart is kind and good enough, if it only away in tears.
The boy who entered threw himself dejectedly
could be got at—like green moss and shining
" Do n't you know ? Do n't you remember ?
Cori the long, high-back settee, and buried his
shells under the water when it's frozen over, easy I am Deacon Heyworth," he said, shivering and
e for a moment in his hands, then, starting up,
enough to be got at whon the ice breaks and withering beneath the awful horror that grew
claimed,—
floats away."
upon him. But no " Well done ! " greeted him
I might just as well give up first as last,
" Father ! " she commenced, desperately, " col- from the Presence there ; all the glory faded
uPPose•
lege begins next lifeek."
away—only the cruelly-pierced side and hands
"0 Willie, did father say you could n't go ?"
" Yes, I know 1" and the Deacon's voice ex- and feet of the thorn-crowned brow remained ;
It was 'the girl who spoke, and her face flamed
a voice infinite in its sadness came from out the
pressed slight irritation.
d and hot as she turned to her brother.
" Willie does want to go so bad, it seems a awful stillness—" Ye have done this unto me !"
" Of course he did ! I might have known it," shame for the boy to be disappointed."
The° angels sobbed, and still the horror grew ;
added, in a choked voice ; " but I did think
The Deacon's face became flint.
he seemed enfolded in a living breathing agony,
at surely he would consent when he knew how
" I've explained to William my reasons for with his conscience his accuser. "You were a
oh I wanted to go to college, and how hard not letting him go, and when. I say a thing I deacon with a deacon's work to do • it was yours
had tried to prepare for entering this fall." mean it ; I've set my foot down—"
to bind up the hearts of God's children, to make
"Did, you tell him about it, Willie ? "
" Yes ! yes ! but I do wish, Nathan you wasn't the widow's heart to sing for joy, to be a peaceYes, but he only said I need n't say another quite so swift at 'setting your foot down,' as you maker among your brethren, . and to advance
rd; he had `set his foot down' that his boys always say."
God's cause •and kingdom in the earth, but you
The Deacon gasped, and his wife, throwing have not given even a cup of cold water to one
ould be farmers, and farmers had no need of
le . e; it only made them lazy and stuck-up ! away her last remnant of timidity, continued :— of these‘ his little ones !'"
i I would n't work my fingers to the bone,
Fainter and fainter grew the voice, and the
" Now, I say let Willie go to college, and let
d study all night long, if only—" and his voice Mary go to school, and Thomas to the singing- angels veiled their faces and turned away; waitke away in a sob.
school, if 'they want to go. It'll do you good, ing, listening for his fearful sentence ; 'ages
6 was sixteen ; a great, shy, awkward boy ; and there's none of our children going to be ig- seemed concentrated in that one instant of anth •a 'promise of manly beauty on the smooth norant.
guish, and he shrieked aloud.
e and broad white brow; a prophecy of noble
" Nathan, what upon earth ! what is the mat" Of course you can't do the work ; but you've
nhood in the clear eyes, the firmly set lips, got the money that'll hire it done, and it's a great ter with you ? " and Mrs. Heyworth shook her
d well poised head.
deal better to be a few dollars out of pocket and husband vigorously. •
his *as his ambition: to go to college, to have the love of your children, than to leave it
" 0 Hannah, I've had an awful dream, an awow the many things that students know • by all to them after awhile, and perhaps have them ful dream ! "
and by night it had been his one wild hope, feeling glad when you're gone:
" Have you ? Nightmare, I suppose !" and
ping or waking, ever present with him.
" I think, sometimes, perhaps if you had been she turned over sleepily.
•
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It was not the nightmare, Deacon Heyworth
knew, but he did what many of us would not have
done, determined to accept its teaching.
"Who would ever have thought it?" he queried,
wonderingly to himself, scarcely able to deny
the reality of it all. "Who would ever have
thought it of me, a deacon "
Shivering, thinking, and resolving, he fell
asleep again, and again he dreamed.
He was dead—lying still and pale and cold ;
and yet he stood watching his family as any curious bystander might have done. He thought
he could read their hearts, and to his surprise
there was not so much of sorrow as of contentment, deep down beneath their mourning.
His wife's face - seemed to grow brighter,, as
if a world of care had been removed from her
life. He thought Willie was trying hard not
to think how glad he was that he could go to
college at last ; while Mary and Thomas were
saying over and over to themselves, " No person
will hinder me now from going to school when
I want to go." He saw another form bowed
near; it was his long-absent daughter, and
through her heart were wandering_ the words,
" Thank God, I can come home again !"
It was terrible. He tried to speak, to tell
them he was not dead, that he loved them more
than they ever knew ; it was in vain, and he saw
himself carried away and buried ; but he thought
•he could see them still, was with them all the
while, yet immeasurably separated from them ;
through days and weeks, months and years, he
followed them, all the time suffering a remorseful anguish that would have been insupportable
but, that he could not speak or weep. He thought
it had been ten years since he died, and that he
had long been forgotten by any but his family ;
his wife now looked restful, happy, and contented ; and his children all occupied places of
-usefulness and honor in the world, and he
dreamed, often and often, that their inmost
thoughts were, " We were never happy while
father liVed, and we would never have been
happy had he not died I'
He tried to speak, to tell them he loved them;
again and again he tried to do so, and awoke.
Long the Deaconpondered over his dreams,
and in his heart he felt that they had been
of God.
" They're warnings, Nathan Heyworth !" he
decided at length, solemnly, " and ye'll do well to
abide by 'encl.
The ice was ,melting away, and already the
green moss and shining shell were shimmering
up from beneath.
It was breakfast time at Deacon Heyworth's,
and the meal was being eaten, as usual, in almost
perfect silence. Again and again had the husband and father been on the verge of speaking
--his - lips only opened. to close again silently.
No one knew of the previous night's experience
—of the warnings he firmly believed he had received; he could remain forever dumb, and no
one would ever be the wiser, but hie had determined to right, if possible, the wrongs of
years, and yet—it was not so easy as he had
thought.
" William !" he exclaimed at length, suddenly,
slowly breaking an egg into the glass beside
him.
The boy looked up respectfully, but wearily ;
he, too, had spent an almost sleepless- night—
a night of tears and. disappointment. " Well,
father ? " he said-[questioning, for the Deacon
had stopped to break anoTher egg.
" When does the examination at the college
•
begin ? " All the blood in the boy's body seemed- rushing into his face, such a strange question for
He tried to quell his heart's
father to ask
sudden beating as he replied, "This afternoon,
sir," but the mother could see how painful the
suspense was to her son.
"'If you can satisfy Mein that examine the
students, you may start to' college whenever
y plea;ie !"
Father "
Teas ee.n slowly into the father's eyes how
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blind he had been I. " 0 father !" but the words
only ended in a- convulsive burst of tears, and
the boy hurriedly left the room.
" And Mary and Thomas," continued the Dea
con, after a few preliminary coughs and throatclearings, " I believe school has been `took up'
just about a week, but mebbe if you study hard
and learn fast, you can catch up with the best
of 'em; you'll have to fly around, 'daughter, and
help mother all you can until I get some help;
and you boys must give me a lift once .in a
while on the farm until we get things to work
good. I want to say just here," he said, falteringly and blunderingly, yet bravely, nevertheless, " that you've all been powerful good children,
notwithstanding you could n't often get what
you wanted, and you sha'n't lose anything by it
from this on. P'r'aps father thinks more of
you, after all, than you'd think when he is
cross and ugly like."
" 0 fattier ! you dear, dear father, you do n't
know how much we all love you!" and for almost the first time within her remembrance, the
warm-hearted girl threw her arms about him
and kissed him fondly.
" There, there, child, you'll spoil me!" exclaimed
the delighted deacon, blowing his nose viaorously, and- wiping a suspicious moisture from
his eyes ; "you'll spoil me sure ! ".
" Nathan, husband !" Their children had left
the room, and she came up to the window beside
him. " What does it mean, Nathan ? "
" It means that God has been teaching me
the error of my' ways, Hannah, and I'm trying
to take the lesson to heart." And then laying
his hand gently upon the hard, toil-worn one
near his, Deacon Heyworth told his wife his
warnings."
Years have passed over them 'all since then,
and children's children play in the great oldfashioned rooms. Often they meet together
there, and even, 'Lizabeth, long ago welcomed
home, is with them. The mother with her
soft, white hair, looks after them all with happy,
peaceful eyes, as the father, " almost home," tells
over and over again his dreams. "I can see it
all," he says, " jest as plain as I could that night.
But I'm not afraid now. I know the Pierced
Hands will welcome me up there, and I can almost hear the angels sing again." •
"lt will be no dream then, Nathan I" Her
eyes are dim, 'reft of brightness long ago, but
their children think of the land of eternal youth
as they look upon her, and hear the tremulous
trusting answer,— .
"No, Hannah, no dream there!"
•

A KNOWING BIRD.

WHERE . do you think a bird once built its
nest ? On the edge of a quarry of slate, so near
that when the rock was blasted a piece of the
dying and falling slate frightened and incommoded the poor bird eery much. It wa: a
thrush. Yet she did not change her quarters.
But being a pretty observing bird she noticed
that at the ringing of a bell the men started and
ran. "Alf," thought the bird, " I'll rtm too." So
the next time the train was fired, and the bell
rang to warn the men away, the thrush flew
from her nest and lighted among them—indeed,
close under their feet. The explosion over, she
returned! to her nest and they to their work.
This she did whenever they blasted.. Of course
it highly diverted the men, and visitors. were
told of her sensible and . discerning conduct.
They were anxious to see the thrush. The slate
could not be blasted to gratify visitors, hut the
bell could be easily rung, and it Was. The bird
heard it and down 'she flew. After a few times
she saw herself .hoaxed, and when the bell rang
again, she pet ed over her nest to see if the men
left. If they did not, she sat still and cocked
her head as much as to say, " No, gentlemen, I
am not to be cheated again. Life in my nest is
too serious to be trifled away for your amusement. No more ` make believes' for me. I see
through you.'.

01 otiooki f.
STUDENTS' PRAYER- M ELTING,

IT is the universal testimony that our Fri&
evening students' meetings at the College chap
are among the best that we have. The last wa
a meeting of more than ordinary interest. El
ery moment of the time was filled with,,intell
- gent and earnest words of praise and exhortatiot
, And the singing,—it would do our brethra
and sisters good to listen to that. The student
are nearly all singers ; and when two hundr6
young voices, blending in sweet, grand harmon1
join in singing, "Jesus soon is coming," or " Hark
hark ! hear the blest tidings," the effect is eleetii
fying,
May the blessing of Heaven be enjoyed wit,
increasing fullness in these meetings until th
" coming of the King in his beauty.' , c. c. L.
ONE

Li SSON . FROM A

NOBLE LIFE,

YOUNG friends, let us learn a lesson from Pr
ident Garfield while the scenes of his life a
tragic death are fresh before us.
We see him as a boy of twelve years, with 11
tie education and hardly a chance to improve ;
think of him later as he follows the tow-path
a canal, for money to attend school ; then we'
the light of his ambition almost fade away
cause of hiS discouraging surroundings, until sic
ness brings him back to his home, and he mee
the young teacher, under whose'influence his d;
sire for learning revived ; we follow himw
increasing interest as he works his way tliroN
school,- and occupies successively the positions
President of a college, General in the aria
Member of Congres.4, and, finally, President
the United States.
Here, standing upon the pinnacle of his caree,
with the memory of the struggles by which bad achieved this grand result clearly in inin
bad
he speaks to a 'body of students the followi
earnest words,—words that should awaken
new determination in the heart of every you
man, however poor, to struggle onward for
education and a position of usefulness in so
ety
"Young gentlemen, let not poverty stand as
obstacle in your way. Poverty is uncoinfortabl
as I can testify ; but in nine cases out of ten
best thing that can happen to a young man is
be tossed overboard, and compelled to sink
,wim for himself. In all my acquaintance,
have never known one to be drowned who worth saving."
c.
MORNING WORK.
PERHAPS, on the whole, moderately early rise
is now a commoner practice in cities than
was forty years ago. It seems strange that
habit of lying in bed hours after the sun is
should ever have obtained a hold on the nu
tilde of brain workers, as undoubtedly it had
times past. Hour for hour, the intellectual wo
done in the early morning, when the atmosphe
is as yet,unpoisoned by the breath of myriad
actively moving creatures, • must be, and, as'
matter of experience, is, incomparably better th
that done at night. The ha-bit of writing a
reading late in the clay and far into the nil;
" for the sake of quiet," is one of the most uii
chievous to which a man of mind can addict hi
self. When the body is jaded, the spirit
seem to be at rest, and not so easily distracted the surroundings which we think less obtrusi
than in the day ; but this seeming is a snai
When the body is weary, the brain, which is,
integral part of the body, and the mind, wh is simply brain function, is weary too. If
persist in working one part of the system beea
some other part is too tired to trouble us, t
cannot be wise management,„of self. The feels
of tranquillity which comes over the busy a
active man about 10::30 or 11 o'clock ought no
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regarded as an incentive to work. It is, in
r he effect of a.loWering of vitality consequent
eXhaustion of the physical sense. Nature
and calls for physiological rest. Instead
k iplying with her reasonable demand, the
gli,-Worker hails the " feeling " of mental quifaence, mistakes it for clearness and acuteness,
'lid whips the jaded organism with the will un1 it goes on working. What is the result ?
- th.inediately, the accomplishment of a task fairly
ell, but not half so well as if it had been per3111'M:with the vigor of a refreshed brain workin health from proper sleep. Remotely, or
comes the penalty to be paid for unnattertion --ihat is, energy wrung from ex-'
a or weary nerve centers, under pressure.
j,enalty takes the form of " nervousness,"
i--sleeplessness, almost certainly some loss
,r Hreeiation of function in one or more of the
eri ,k-gans concerned in nutrition. To relieve
r,.ladies —springing from this unsuspected
,the brain-worker very likely has recourse
the Use of stimulants, possibly alcoholic, or it
ay bti simply tea or coffee. The sequel need
at be followed. Night work during student
ire and in after years is the fruitful cause of
, •i, hnexplained, though by no means inexpliAffering, for which it is difficult, if not jaile, to find a remedy. Surely morning is
Hie for work, when the whole body is rested,
relieved from its tension, and the,,mindw r_-at its best,—Lancet.

defiled by selfishness and pride. Very truthfully
has Dr. Clarke said, " A man's self is to him the
prime cause of most of his miseries."
The Christian must " take up his cross laily,"
teaching us that, " as day succeeds day, so would
one cross follow another.
Oh! may God grant us his Spirit to cast out
the demon of selfishness, and guide us to that
highway of holiness east up for the ransomed of
the Lord, when they " shall return, and come to
Zion with songs and everlasting joy upon their
heads."
. The following comments in support of the belief that the cloSing words of the lesson refer to
the transfiguration, will, we think, be fmind interesting
In view of the intimate connection which,
according to the synoptics, exists between this
saying of the Lord and the transfiguration which
is soon after related, it may be justly suppoSed
that the disciples, even in this event, beheld the
actual, even though only preliminary, fulfillment
of this prophecy of the Lord."--Lange's Commentary.
" I think it can scarcely be doubted that ' the
coming of the Son of man in his kingdom' refers
here to the following scene of the transfiguration. The words, ' Shall not see death until they
see the Son of man,' refers not to length of life,
but to privilege : some shall have the privilege
of beholding him in his glory even before they
die. So some ancient commentators. The
.11
transfiguration is thus regarded as a type of the
Saviour's future glory in his kingdom." Olshan. 01E,111.0ME SCHOOL—It is often argued, and sen,'s Commentary.
c. c.
th reason, that parents abdicate high privi-.
a and neglect prime duties if they leave the
igious instruction of their children wholly to
ATTENTION.
Sunday-school. Is it not so also in respect
No teacher should rest until he is able to sef1-Lo 'entire training of the child? Is it not too
1) I legated to those who should be regarded cure and hold the attention of every member of
the parents' assistants? If the home his class. To do this he must be full of the lesA,garded as a school where the young are son and frill of enthusiasm concerning it. Look
;arefully taught to think, to help, to work, 'your pupils full in the face ; it is impossible to
leper self, and the family life were ordered gain their attention if your eyes are confined to
tl t end, the home would be only fulfilling its the paper. It.would be better in class to dis,),Iitlate mission, and its moral and intellectual pense with the printed lesson almost entirely,
alesphere would be greatly improved. It is that you may watch the varying expressions upon
ith remembering in this connection that the the faces before you, and adapt your questions
$.1 is getting a training in habit, disposition, to their wants.
w,nners, in its home; so that the main
Be yourself what you want your pupils to be.
estion is not, Shall the home be a school? but, A smilesupon your face will beget smiles upon
sprit of a school shall it be ?--Christian theirs. If your eyes sparkle with interest, theirs
,will sparkle also. If the lines of your face are
cold, and hard, and sorrowful, you will probably
see just such a picture in the faces before you.
Look to your class for a likeness of yourself.
c.c;. L.

Ohoth

hU

"Feed my lamps."—John 21 :15.

THE LESSON.

t is. not our object 'in these articles to give
orkiled notes upon the lessons, hut to select
to each some important topic, and offer a few
cried thoughts cdncerning it. Upon doctrinal
is of especial interest, however, we may oconallY give notes from leading -ommentators.
or • this week we choose from " Scenes in the
4 ;Christ" the subject,
SELF-DENIAL.

41,y man would follow' Christ, he must deny
If*: No one can be a true Christian who
ws selfish interests 'or motives to govern his
Met. If this statement cuts squarely across
own course, it is, nevertheless, true.
( is very common and comparatively easy to
ell- grounded in the theory of the troth ; we
he: faithful in the discharge of our Christian
04 and lead what our fellow-men may call
-apiary lives ; but to lose sight of self, and
e_eVery act-performed from pure love to God
ch
ea other, to do good without thinking of
honor or applause it may- bring to ours lves,—
this, spirit we earnestly long. Who has
heA this delectable height, from whence may
eon happy visions of the Heavenly Canaan ?
9 I our best deeds . and purest motives are
e have a further enforcement of the lesson of Met week.

GETTING HOLD OF THEM.

IF we are Sabbath-school teachers, our business is not merely to get hold of the tr ith, but
to get hold of our scholars, for the one is profitless without the other.
It is not sufficient, as many suppose, to " prepare the lesson ; " we must be able to adapt the
lesson, and so to grapple on to the scholars that
the lesson may be successfully applied.
Many a time you_ will find a teacher, with very
little learning, and yet, singularly enougt, his
scholars cluster about him with the closest attention, even as a brood of chickens about their
mother when she is scratching away to find them
food. They are interested' and expectant, and
you wonder, seeing how little there is in the
teacher, that he should bold his class with so
firm a grip.
He does not know much about books, perhaps,
but he does know a good deal about boys, and he
enters into sympathy with them, and they instinctively feel it. He believes in them, and understands them, and they believe in him, and understand him, and that is the secret of the whole
matter.
It is not sufficient to have been a child in order to understand children, for we are apt to forget how it was with ourselves ; we need to mingle with them—talk with them on the road, and
in their homes—talk down to their level, at whatever strain of crotchety knees and personal dig.
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nity to put ourselves in their place, and see how
things look from their standpoint ; talk with
their parents about them, and find out their individual peculiarities; let them see that whatever
little thing -concerns them concerns us ; even as
our Heavenly Father gets hold of our heart's tendrils by assuring us that he numbers, even the
hairs of our heads ; let a teacher patiently and
persistently pursue this policy, and as sure as the
child'has affections, he will presently get hold of
them.—Baptist Teacher.
"Where shall we look for the church-members
of the future but to the children of to-day ?
How can we hope to bringinto the church those
who to=day are children, after they have become
men and .women ? Facts show that the chances
are all against us then. Experience also shows
that in their early years it is comparatively easy
to bring them to -a decision for Christ, and to
membership in his church."
The above, from the Christian Weekly, though
written for a different purpose, shows forcibly
the importance of the Sabbath-school work.

"A little balm, and a little honey, spices and myrrh, nuts and almonds)!
—Gen. 43:11.
—Be what thou seemest ; live thy creed;
Hold up to earth the torch divine;
Be what thou prayest to be made;
Let the great Master's steps be thine.
Sow love, and taste its fruitage pure; •
Sow peace, and reap its harvest bright;
Sow sunbeams on the rock and moor,j
And find a harvest home of light.

—.Boyar.

—No man is at.liberty to discard his common
sense because he believes himself to have discovered what is the truth. —Examiner.
—It would be a thousand times better for our
children if they were entertained less and
trained to amuse themselves and one another
more ; if they had fewer toys and more genuine
playthings.—Christian at Work.
--Here are some golden. words from Dr. Prime
of the New. York Observer, which -are worthy of
deep and earnest consideration from every one,
no matter what his sphere of life may be :—
" If I had another life to live, and two thousand
letters to write again, with God's help I would
not hurt the feelings of the humblest of all God's
creatures, honestly trying to do good. He might
be as big .as Daniel Lambert, and I would not
call him fat and' unctuous ; he might he as lean
as Calvin Edson, and I would not call him a bag
of bones. I would call each day lost on which
I had nht made some hearts gladder than they
were in the morning ; on which I had not plucked
ip some thorns, or planted some flowers on the
path of human life. Dogs will snarl at him, but
angels • are around him. He may never have
riches or fame, but better than both is the friend- •
ship of God." .
If a young man comes of a good family, and
can point to an honored ancestry, it is well for
him to have the fact in mind, as laying arr added
responsiblity on him to do well in the world ;
for it is sure to open the question to others,
whether his fariiily stock is improving or retrograding. It is not a very pleasant thing for a
young man to feel that he is not up to the average of his family line so far, and that he is likely
to be less of a man than his grandfather. But
if a young man has nothing to look back to in
_his family line with satisfaction or rejoicing, he
has all the greater stimulus to do well, as the
beginner of a good family. He can find a spur
in the thought of Whittier :—
"The stream is brightest at its spring,
And blood is not like wine ;
Nor honored less than he who heirs,
Is he who founds, a line."
--S. S.

Time,:
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"Sanctify then* through Thy Truth: Thy Word is Truth."

BATTLE CREEK, MICE., JANUARY 31, 1882.
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CORRESPONDING EDITORS.

THE EASTERN QUESTION.
LIKE some other things which " will not, down,"
the Eastern question continues in a state of chronic
agitation, troubling itilurope with its everihreatening aspect. Of the three great objective points
of prophetic interest, namely, the Papacy, the
Turkish power, and our own country, especial interest attaches to the Turkish or Eastern question,
inasmuch as it appears that matters may come to
a crisis there sooner than elsewhere. Any day
the wires may announce the beginning of the
strife which may sound the death-knell of that
power which is to come to its end just before the
standing up of Michael, or the beginning of the
reign of our :Lord Jesus Christ. How can a
Christian slumber with so ninny indications before
him that the closing scenes of earthy drama are
so soon to open upon his vision? The following item, showing the present state of affairs in
the East, we clip from the Restitution of Jan. 20,
1882 :—
" The irrepressible Oriental Question is not permitted to slumber, long at a time. The joint action of England and France 'is almost certain to
lead to an armed intervention in the affairs of
Egypt. The real power in Egypt is now said to
be in the hands, not of the Khedive, but
of Arabi Bcy, who controls the army, and
Who is a zealous Mohammedan. He has denoiniced the Anglo-French note and the Anglo. French controllers. He says the army must govern until popular abuses are redressed. The little
cloud rising on the shores of the Mediterranean
may soon overspread the Eastern world."

" MENE, MENE,"
„;;

IN the Christian Union of Jan. 19, 1882, Lyman
Abbott says: " The current notion that Christ and
his apostles authoritatively substituted the first
day of the, week for the seventh is absolutely without any authority in the New Testament."
This sentiment, which expresses the exact truth
in the matter, and which is coming to prevail
largely among all thoughtful, and candid people, is
the "hand-writing on the wall" for the Sunday institution, so far as it lays claim to any divine sanctity. But though'this- sentiment prevails so extensively, there is no - disposition to give up the
Sunday institution. Hence they must look elsewhere than to the Bible for some support on
which to rest it. The civil power stands conveniently by as a strong arm to lean upon ; and the
call is raised for a mammoth Sunday law. And
now the happy thought occurs that as a civil institution the Sunday observance can be enforced,
and not restrict any man's conscience or come under the head , of' religious: persecution. So the
movement ripens.

SO CATHOLICS SAY.
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS have maintained for
years that, according to the prophecies, religious
persecution in this country was sure to come.
Our opponents have as persistently denied this.
But we have at last reached the time when the
spirit of persecution lurking in the Sunday-law
movement is beginning to assume form and shape,
and the impersonation is becoming distinctly outlined and plainly visible. Now, it is significant
to note the change of base on the part of the per-

sons above referred to in reference to the matter
of persecution. They know the movement is
assuming such a phase as to make it inevitable
that those who refuse to comply with the laW shall
be subject to pains and penalties ; and still they
are bound to maintain that there is to be no persecution about it, and this is the way they are
putting it :—
Dr. Noble, in the Plymouth Congregational
church in San Francisco, on Sunday, Jan. 8, said :
"If the law was put upon a religious rather than
a civil basis, it might be an infringement on individual liberty. That should be borne in mind."
That is to say, if' this was only a religious matter, it would be persecution, but as it is only a
civil matter, it is not persecution. By the same
rule the Catholics try to shield themselves from
the odium of the martyrdom of the millions who
have fallen beneath their oppressive power. They
simply turned the victims of their malevolence
and hate over to the civil power, recommending,
in fiendish mockery, that the executioners should
not harm them. So they claim that the church
had no responsibility in the matter. It was no
persecution, because the execution was performed
not by the religious, but by the civil power.
Protestants, in the observance of Sunday, have
adopted a papal institution ; but we were not prepared to see them quite so soon take the next
step, and attempt to justify persecution fbr its
non-observance, on papal grounds.

A CRITICISM.
Buo. 81\11TH : In your book on the Sanctuary,
page 58, you quote from Gesenius. In this quotation the original word for " determined®" in Daniel
9 : 24, is given as nechtak ; but according to Young's
Concordance it is chathak. Another of your quotations says that mochtak is the passive form of
chathak; but the Concordance gives chatak as
passive, as indicated by the number 2. What is
G. C. T.
the explanation of this?
ANS : Young does not give the passive form in
his Concordance, but the simple active iirm, and
by the figure 2 indicates that in the passage
referred to it is found in the passive form. And
this is the case. Thus the simple or Kal form is
(chathak, or, as. Green would write it, hhathak,
the first a having the sound of a in father, and the
second of a in at); while the Niphal form, the
passive of Kal, is 71111514 (nehhtak) ; and this is the
form found in Daniel 9 : 24. Gesenius defines the
word, " Properly, to cut off ; tropically, to divide ;
and so to determine, to decree." The sense demands, as shown in the work referred to, the
primary and literal, and not the tropical meaning.
REPORT FROM BALE.
WE are still laboring to get the truth before the
people of Europe. The publication of Les Signes
des Temps still continues the :most important part
of our work. We print 3,500 copies monthly, all of
which we send out,.except those that are preserved
for binding. We follow the same system in the
distribution of our journal that has been described
in former reports, and we still witness the good
results of this method of action.
Comparatively few copies of our journal are refused, and in case of refusal nearly every copy is
rbturned in a respectful. manner. This is 'in
marked contrast with our former experience,
when we were accustomed to receive many
refusals, which were often accompanied with
insulting language. The most of our old subscribers renew their subscription at the proper
time, and many take Occasion to say that they are
deeply interested in the reading of our journal.
Some who are strangers to us renew for two
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years, and some send donations for the support:
our work. We have reason, therefore, to bell;
that several hundred families scattered throe
Switzerland, France, and other countries,
are personally unknown to us, are deeply interes
in the commandments of God and in the doctri
of our Lord's speedy advent.
We continue to receive new subscribers, and
receive many requests for our journal from the
who say that they are too poor to pay for it.
happens quite often that such persons, after
ueiving it for some months, send us either
whole or a part of the subscription Flee,
many assure us that they take pains to lend tb
papers to their neighbors-. We have reason;
believe that this is true ; for we receive from ti
to time subscriptions from those who have ft
learned of our journal in this manner.
We try to make every number of Les Signi
campaign document, adapted. to the existi
state of things in the Old World. This worli
done imperfectly, but no pains is spared to m
it as perfect as possible. Some of our subscribe
at a distance, who are strangers to us, write
they are keeping, the Sabbath as well as t
circumstances will admit.
, Bro. Ertzenberger has commenced labor
Tramelan under very favorable •circuinstanc
There seems to be a general interest among
people of that place to hear concerning the tr
and we hope to be able to report the aeeofnpli;
Mont of a good work. Our friends in Tram;
have distributed in that vicinity many cope
Les Signer and Die Stimme, and these have
doubt contributed to create the interest which
exists among the people. The same result
also been accomplished in other places, and
are certain that it will not be so difficult herea
for the living preacher to gain access to
people.
The expense of postage on our journal is hea
In Switzerland it is but two-fifths of a cent
one copy, but to all other countries it is one c•
per copy, or $10 per 1,000. This expense mu
met. Instead of printing fewer copies, we our
to print more. Thus an additional thous
copies would cost, for white paper, $7.60, and
press work, $2.40, per month, or $120.00 per y
The folding, wrapping, and addressing cost fi
and labor ; but we do this' within ourselves,.'
will make no mention of' additional expense
these things. The sum of $10 per month wo
enable us, therefore, to print another thous
copies of our journal, there being no extra expo
for type-setting. It may be that some of
brethren who arc yearly adding to their we
would like to meet the expense of an extra a
sand copies of our paper. Dense darkness pro
over continental Europe. If
have any re p
sibilitlY toward those who sit in' darkness,
time we began to discharge it. We ought to
out not less-than ten thousand copies of our Fro,
journal every month.
My health has pot materially improved si
my last report. The excessive heat of the mo
of August had a very injurious effect upon me,
was greatly distressed for breath, not only du
the daytime, but during the night also. The
part of September it appeared to me that spo
death was inevitable, and I considered serio
what changes should be made in view o
event. But after two or three weeks I begs,
find some relief; and to gain 'a little in•stren
There appeared to be, however, no prospect
should be able to meet with the brethren at t
annual Conference, and.I requested them to
point it without reference to my case. But
thought it best to wait: My strength cent
slowly to increase, and as an act of fait
Conference was appointed for Nov. 18,-at Tram.
It was necessary that I should speak much, a
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nd help from God to do this, that seemed
nark able.
We had the best Conference that we have ever
d in Switzerland. There was a marked change
tlrregard to the stibject of reproof'. Instead of
dug offense at this, there was a general feeling
receive it and to respond to it by the confession
faults. I have never seen so encouraging a
te. Of things with regard to the prosperity of
'work - at any time. Should all our friends in
itzerland participate in this spirit, I have no
tht that God would work mightily for the adueement of his cause and also fbr the restoration
my health. The burden upon my heart is so
ay.y with regard to 'the advancement of the
oriz jn Europe that the turn things will take,
ether .'for prosperity or adversity, will, I hevo decide whether I shall live or die.
Sincethe Conference, I have been very feeble,
d . it has been with extreme difficulty that the
nuary number of Les Signes has been prepared.
t my strength seems to be slowly returning,
hope that within a few weeks I may be as
wig aS was befbre the Conference. Let no
e say that God has not heard prayer in my
se. Though I have not been delivered from
s deadly disease, I have been preserved from
th, and enabled to do much severe labor. I
OR repeat the words of Paul, " As dying, and,
hold, we live." It is a great trial of faith and
tiene6 to see so much work demanding immedio attention, and to be able to do so little.. There
ierrihle force to the tempter's power when he
Ases home von me the cruel suggestion that
d., has no care for this work. Sometimes for
do nothing else but repeat in agony
" The will of God be done." Then the
pier's power is broken, and light from Heaven
nos all about us and about the work. So I can
'v with .full assurance, " God is infinitely good,
, L::10-6,t we know not now, we shall know
J. N. ANDREWS.
softer." •
Ole, }Switzerland, Jan. 11, 1882.

• -•
D. ADVENTISTS TO READ.

GOOD BOOK FOR S.
.
e we said something of pioneers, and
Lied week
•laPOrtanee of understanding their work. We
r t L..uo William Miller as one of them. None
lolispitte that his name stands at the head in
list of teachers of the Advent faith. He
rl brotight out this doctrine from the proph. :lad demonstrated its truthfulness from the
erhistory. He sounded the first notes of
movement in our own country, and our
. recognize !this fact by nicknaming it
ilerisin." How instructive must his life be to
ne interested in the Advent movement.
Ge extracts from this book now being given in
I*V,iEW are a sample of many other interest1 ,;,-,,-,-ages. We want our people' to read this
hecause it is instructive, interesting, and
,,f the spirit of the great Advent work. We
a revival of this faith. We want to see how
aAations were laid. We want to catch the
f it. I wish I could speak more favorably
bi-mrest taken by our people in this subject.
:nil, your thousand copies were printed eight
ago, and almost five-sixth's of them are
dsl .s would be an excellent book to read in the
ly circle on a winter's evening. No one can
my well informed in the rise and progress—
(Al, history—of Adventism, without reading
llin7's life-work. Probably not one in twenty
rpeople know anything more about its real
toter than what they have Warned from the
references given in the lectures, When they
brought into the truth. I think it safe to
that the lives of Wesley, Bunyan, and other
mersi have been bought and read by more of

our people than has the history of him who led
out in the work of establishing their own special
faith. How different is this from the course of
other denominations ! Few intelligent Methodists
will be found who have not read the life of their
founder. It is so with other denominations. They
have a great respect for the men who led out in
their work. It should be so with us. What we
want is the spirit and power which moved Mr,
Miller to such a life of wonderful sacrifice as he
passed through. We may catch the spirit as we
read of him. A revival of the old Advent faith is
just what we need.
I greatly desire to see our people take an interest in this book. It would be good to circulate
among our neighbors after . we have read it. It
will inevitably give them more favorable views of
Adventism. I am very glad the tract societies
are working with it as a premium to get new subscribers for the REVIEW. The REvIEw for one
year with the life of Miller, is furnished for $2.25,
This is an excellent offer, and our friends should
work with , great ardor to increase the circulation
of our excellent paper. It is a good and noble
work.
But we do not think that new subscribers alone
should have this book. We think that orders for
it should come from our. brethren in all directions.
It will be sent, post-paid, to any one on receipt of
$1.00. Our tract societies should keep it on hand
to supply all who Wish to obtain it of them. Our
ministers should carry it, and talk to the people
about it. It is a book our people need, and the
Office needs the money invested in it very much.
Why should not all our brethren help us to sell
the good books lying on our shelves? Let the
GEO. I. BUTLER.
orders come in.
TRIAL OF OUR FAITH.
WE have come to a time in our experience in
the proclamation of the last message when revival
and reformation are urgently demanded. In order to be prepared to act a part in the closing
work of the message, a return from backsliding
on the part of the most of us is a necessity. Our
faith will be tried. As individuals, we must have
a living connection with Il/2,ven ; we must be
living branches of the trueuTine. This may be
our condition ; but in order to do it, our pride, our
worldly-mindedness, carnality; and sloth must be
put away. Our minds are full of something, and
must be emptied of the evil to make room. for the
good.
What is the cause of our backsliding? The
cause must be removed. A failure to walk in all
the light is doubtless the ea-use. The only remedy
is to return to the light by doing our neglected
duties, and shunning the slightly diverging paths
which led us astray.
Have we allowed the care of' worldly things, and
a desire to increase our worldly wealth, to engross
our minds ? The remedy is to sacrifice for the
cause of God and the salvation of our fellow men.
Have -pride of appearance and the love of vain
show usurped our minds ? There is no other way
back to the position we shOuld occupy, but by
turning from- these things and seeking earnestly
for the adorning of a meek and quiet spirit, which
in the sight of God is' of great price. Have we
neglected the light from Heaven upon the subject
of healthful living? The remedy is to turn and
walk in the light. The health reform may be considered a small thing ; and this view naturally
leads to its neglect. But neglect to walk in its
light is not only against the health of the body
and consequently of the mind, but it tends to
harden the conscience, as every departure 'from
truth and right must. The conscience violated by
transgression, its promiitings grow weaker and
weaker till they cease, and the conscience is .ef-

fectually seared. There is no telling what will be
the final result of what is esteemed but very little
departures from the light of truth.
But, my brethren, our ease is not hopeless if' we
make the requisite efforts to return to our first'
love. " Come, and let us return to the Lord."
He will meet the returning prodigal. The Lord
ardently desires to save us from ruin. By his
help we can 'overcome. And the promises are
to those that overcome and endure to the end.
Who will earnestly consecrate himself to God,
hold fast, and endure? To such the reward of
eternal life is sure. if faithful, we shall soon see
the end of toil, and the fruit of our efforts in
behalf' of others ; and fbr our light afflictions we
shall receive an eternal weight of glory.
F. COTTRELL.
NOVEL-READERS, READ THIS.
THE Chicago Times in a late issue contains the
following, which all young persons should have
read to them as a warning against the demoralizing influence of novel-reading:—
" The value of the blood-and-thunder style of
romance in its - influence upon youth was illustrated by an occurrence at Springfield, Mass., the
other day. Some lads had supped full of dimenovel horrors, and •had garnished their intellectual
treat with the occasional witnessing of the bloodand-bullet melodramas which infest the stage.
Their imaginations were highly wrought upon,
and their dearest ambition was to be such stuff as
Buffalo Bills and frontier gamblers are made of'.
They arranged little dramas of their own; gambling deeply with improvised money, and whipping out revolvers, imaginary or other, when it
pleased them to believe that the time had come
for one to accuse another of cheating and the
other to get an instantaneous drop upon the one.
In the mock game in which three Springfield lads
engaged, two of them had harmless shoe-horns
for revolvers, but a third considered himself more
favored in the possession of a rusty revolver
which had belonged to his father. The boys imitated as well as they could the border-ruffians
whom they had .made the gods of their idolatry.
The boy with the revolver, meaning 'nothing but
play, fired, and the pseudo dare-devil with the
shoe-horn shooter was a corpse. This is one of
the practical results of the perusal of such literature as a cheap press brings within the reach of
lads at the most dangerous period of their existence. A different class of literature, but one
equally pernicious, is working its vicious results
in the minds of young girls. It takes a lackadaisical turn with them, and being full of meretricious
splendors, and romantic lovers, and deserted wives,
and unhappy loves, gives them as false and artificial a view of life as it would be possible, for them
to obtain. Public libraries circulate this sort of
stuff, and girls who feed their imaginations with
the vicious feast, and unfit themselves for any of
the practical affairs of Mb, are supposed by fond
parents to he prodigies of intellectual. application.
They are such great readers, you know. The use
of a modicum of hard sense in dealing with literature of this kind would save lives, and saving
them, render them happy and useful."
Next to drunkenness, this is about the worst
habit a young person can form. It is peculiarly
dangerous to young girls. Fathers and mothers,
look after your children in this matter. .
D. M. CANR1OHT.
—Rev. F. A. West, after a missionary address,
was asked by a poor servant girl to take the wages
she had been saving some years for the heathen,
and on counting what she handed him found it
$250. Having consecrated it to Christ. -and the
heathen, he could not persuade her to take any of
it back.
—Dr.. Newton tells of a blind basket-maker
who brought him a pound note wishing to send it
to some missionary. The poor girl said the pound
was what the candles would have cost 'her to
work by if' she had not been blind ; but not needing the candles, she had saved the money, and
wished it to help tell the heathen of Christ.
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THE FOUNTAIN,
FROM nether regions, deep, abysmal,
Through channels gliding, dark and dismal,
Where never falls the light of day,
Or moon or star e'er cheers the way,
The silver fountain flows.

And yet its beauty bears no staining,
And iu its song no note complaining;
As pure as light, as free as air,
More rich than gold or jewels rare,
The silver fountain flows.
Where bends the willow's lithe completeness,
Where breathes the lily's perfect sweetness,
.Where dips the grass to kiss the tide,
While underneath the fishes hide,
The silver fountain flows.
a

Two draughts are here 'mid blossoms vernal,
•The one for earth and one supernal;
The one thy lips to lave and bless,
The other for thy smite duress,
0 thirsty mortal, drink!
However dark thy way, and tearful,
Press on and upward, brave and cheerful;
Rise through thy sorrows into light,
Unstained of earth, undimmed by night.
0 weeping mortal, drink!
Where hearts grow weak and spirits sadden,
Be thou a fount to help and gladden;
On those whose paths are rough and long,
Bestow a smile, a tear, a song.
0 Christian worker, drink !
—Irving L. Bernan, in NeW York Observer.

rovgrAs qf 1(4
"Ho that garth fa-th and worpeth, bearing precious seed, shall doubtless
come agave with repleing,biluging his sheaves with him."—Ps. 126:6..

NORTHERN EUROPE,
iN Denmark, Bro. Brorson has held meetings in
the vicinity of Aarhus. In Hover a church was
organized with seven members. The ordinances
were celebrated, and the Lord blessed their souls.
On the way south from Hover he visited a priest
whose acquaintance he made last summer. He
was received very cordially, and dined with him.
He conversed freely of the faith, and said that the
difference in doctrine was too great to permit them
to labor together, but he would be glad if Bro. B.
could win some for the Lord in his vicinity. He
said that the Danish Signs and Advent Tidende contained better reading than any other paper in our
language, and subscribed for the Tidende. He offered 'Bro. B. free access to his library, and asked
him to come again and stay all night. This is different from what we ever heard before in that direction.
' In Nortvig, one sister united with the church,
'and they celebrated - the ordinances. Bro. B. has
also held meetings in Skaade, Farre, Uhe, and
Visby, and is soon going to Skjorping, where a
priest has lectured against our faith, and thus
awakened an interest to hear.
In Sweden, Bro. Rosqvist has held meetings
with good interest in Grythyttehed and vicinity.
Some souls are gained there. In a card received
to-day, he mentions that the 'authorities just came
in and informed him that he had been fined for
holding meetings after they had told him to stop.
Ile would not pay the fine, and will therefore have
to go to prison in a few -days. But he will riot have
to stay very long.
Bro. Saderblom is working hard to get subscribers for, the flarolden and in scattering tracts in
Stockholm and other places in the eastern part of
Sweden Bro. Strom, a member of our church in
Christiana, is laboring as colporter in Arvika and
other places in, Sweden. He will soon return to
Norway.
In Christiana we are not idle, but laboring as
our strength perinits. The measles are still causing much 'sickness, and 80111D die from them, Last
week I preached at the funeral of a child who had
died from them. Five of our children have been
sick with the same disease. Three had them at
the same time, and the fourth came down when
these were half through. We used water, and they
have all recovered with no bad after-effects. Some
people'are astonished When they are advised to use
water., They have never before heard that it
would do to use water in the case of measles.
They thought the patient must be kept dry and
hot,---smothered and -choked with impure air.

During Christmas we had four meetings that
were quite well attended. In the evening I was
invited to lecture to the Good Templars, which I
did. They like to hear our views on health and
temperance, and I trust the lecture may do good.
Yesterday a young. brother started •out on a
tour with books. He is a shoemaker by trade,
and intends to work some as he goes from place to
place in the southern and western part of Norway,
selling and distributing books, and gathering subscribers, as well as conversing and praying with
the people. We need more such laborers.
S. - G. MATTESON.
Ohridialita,

Norway, Dec. 30, 1881.

DAKOTA.
•Cameron, McCook . Co.—I came to this place Jan.

io[voL. 59, No.

that this church is growing in grace and in
knowledge of the truth.
Spent Jan. 14 with the Alto church. They h
passed through some sore trials, bat the clo
that were hanging over them are breaking aw
The Spirit of the Lord is coming in, for which
praise his name. The ordinances were celebra
The annual election was held, and resulted in choice of a new elder and deacon. All see
pleased with the result, and at the close of
meeting they were ordained. The Lord" e
very near, and our meeting was one that we
not soon forget, on account of the blessing, pout
out upon us at that time.
Brethren, remember us in this part of the St
in your prayers.
J. M. BE

IOWA.
9. Have held two meetings, with a good interest.
I feel the need of wisdom, and crave the prayers
Britt I was at the quarterly meeting of B
of God's people for the cause in this place.
No. 13, which was held at this place Jan. 13
I). T. BIGGS.
The attendance was good, considering the sto
weather. The sickness of the director, Bro. I
NEBRASKA.
11111BSOTh was a disappointment to us all.
Our business meeting proved satisfactory.
to
this
place
on
Cleveand, Jan. 24.—Returned
the 22d, after an absence of about two weeks, our, ficient money was raised to pay the indebted,
meetings having been interrupted by a Methodist of the district, and pledges were made to
protracted meeting. When I left here, there was amount of $10 to be paid next June. This, a
a good interest, and it does not seemsto have di- 85.00 pledged last spring, will give the dish
minished much during the interval. Last night I 815 with which to purchase tracts in I
spoke on the law of God, and to-night I expect to When we came into this district in August, 1
take up the Sabbath question. A. few have almost there were only four members of the -tract sot,
decided to keep the Sabbath, and will, I think, de- here. Now, there tire twenty-three. While
see some advancement, we think the present m
cide fully as soon as they hear the truth.
bership should be doubled. We have hopes of
C. P. BOLLMAN.
creasing the membership the coming year to
it
should be.
NEW JERSEY.
Besides our good business meeting, we enjo
Camden.—Jan. 13-17 I spent with the company some precious seasons in prayer and social m
in this place. The church here is small, and has ings. The Spirit of the Lord came in, and g
passed through some peculiar trials. Good atten- testimonies were borne, and resolutions were m
tion was paid to the word spoken, and all seemed which, if carried out, will bring good results.
much encouraged by the meetings. Obtained one brethren and sisters went away from this awe
subscriber for the REVIEW, with the " Life of feeling that they had been benefited.
Miller" as a premium. On the evening of the
J. H. DURLAN i
16th, Elds. Haskell and Whitney, on their return
from Fleetwood, Penn., stopped at C., when Eld,
VIRGINIA.
H. gave a stirring discourse to those present. Returned home the 18th. and the next day started
Soliloquy and Mt. Zion --The quarterly moo
for South Amherst to fill a previous appointment. at Soliloquy was held Jan. 7 and 8. There w
D. A.. RoniNsoN.
tolerably good attendance, and the brethren
sisters enjoyed much of the Spirit .of God.
have hope that others will soon unite' with 0
WISCONSIN.
remnant
people at this place.
Hutchins and Belle Plaine.—Since my last reOne week later, the quarterly meeting at
port, 1. have labored at Hutchins, Belle Plaine, and
Clintonville. At Hutchins, our meetings were' Zion, Page county, was held. We enjoyed a
well attended and the interest good. We left the meeting. The brethren and sisters were bl
friends much encouraged, and we hope others will as they engaged in the humble ordinances o
soon join their nuler. At Belle -Plaine, those Lord's house. Bro. Huffman, from I n dian a, a
who have lately embraced the truth arc faithful, greatly in both meetings, and continued
and growing in faith and experience. Have ob- at Mt. Zion for one week after the guar
tained several Subscribers for our periodicals, and meeting, with quite a good interest. Thor
three ready for baptist-it here, and we be
sold some books.
others
will yet obey the Lord.
1 am now at Chicago, where I expect to attend
I closed my labors at Leaksville. Here
school 'for a fen, weeks, and then labor among the
were under conviction, but as yet none
Scandinavians as the way may open.,
My address will be Humboldt Park, Cook Co., obeyed. I am now preaching at _Hamburg, al.
about five miles north of Mt. Zion. I have
Ill.
E. G. OLSEN.
ten discourses. Here a lady who formerly belo
to the Methodist church, has embraced the
RHODE ISLAND.
and is now rejoicing in the message in all its p
Green Hill and La Fagette.—.1 have attended the Pray fbr me, that I may preAcnt the trutf
quarterly meetings at Green Rill and La Payette. meekness.
HENRY A. RI
Jan. f15.
The brethren and- sisters at both places Seem to be
of good courage in the Lord. All the members of
PENNSYLVANIA CONFERENCE.
these churches are more or less interested in the
missionary work. 1 can see some improvement in
Cottage, N. Y., J n. 23.—We commenced mee
several respects during the past quarter, and still here on the evening of the 10th inst. •Wei
there is room for advancement. Some do not pray report a growing, interest from the first.
in their families as they should ; Some do not at- soon reach the testing truths of the message,'
tend the weekly prayer-meetings as they should; have VORSOli to hope for some to take a stand
some do not take the interest in the Sabbath- those already here. We feel that the Lord
school and lessons that they ought ; and some are blessed in presenting his truth. 'We are of
not as free to speak in the social meetings as they courage. To God be all the honor.
should be. We tried to point out the danger of
F. PEABODY.
neglecting these things, and expect to see improveJ. E. ROBINS
ment as the result of growth in grace.
We also attended the district quarterly meeting.
Labor among the Churches---Jan. 6-9 I
There was quite a general gathering on the Sab- in quarterly meeting with the church at UI
bath. The LOrd met us by his Spirit, and encour- Pa. We had out' tent near this church durin
aged us much.
I. SANBORN.
past sumnier, and labored under some discou
ment because of' trials existing among them
October' last, they submitted their difficulti
INDIANA.
settlement to a committee composed of Brn.
New London and Alto.—Jan. 7, I was with the Whitney and D. B. Oviatt and the writer.
New London church. This being their regular decision of the committee was accepted, and h
quarterly meeting, we c•gjebrated the ordinances. confessions were made.that brought the ble
The old officers were re looted. i am confident of God into the meeting. At the late4qual
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sting, we realized some of the effect of this ofIt was a free place. At the first gathering,
elt the presence of the Lord, and the meeting
eased in interest. Our business meeting on
day was especially interesting. A deep earneSs Was manifest in forming resolutions to
more earnestly. Five subscriptions were
ived for Good Health and three for the REviEw.
•reineriiher the events of this meeting with
itade.. 'Bro. Morehouse, director of Dist. No.
as with, me..
i; meeting at Wellsville, N. Y., was postponed
Ass to jail. 14, 15. The church is largely
Je'd,:ef experienced Sabbath-keepers, but
wtire.Without organization until one year ago.
a eleareh, they have been free from trials, and
C. been prompt and reliable in working for the
Satan has not been inactive, however, and
limited extent his work has been apparent.
le'this, there was some degree .of restraint
Or Sabbath meeting, and- some absented themfroni:the ordinances, much-to their loss, we
- A good degree of the- blessing of God rested
those ,who did participate.
(-air leteinees meeting Sunday, it was evident
the SPirit of God was present to guide, and
was perfect agreement in the election of of. Perplexities vanished, difficulties were reand- during the ordination service and the
nurse which followed, the Spirit of the Lord
t in. Hearts wore softened, and at the close
v joyful faces told of success ., in the Lord.
-avid it was the best meeting yet held. We
s !he- church is progressing toward the light,
hfs we thank the Lord.
llsoillej Jan. ea-.
D. T. Irmo.
srha (o.---111 company with Eld. S. N. Hasvisited a company of' German Sabbathairs-ine Berks Co., -Pa., Jan. 14 and 15. We
ten adults who have been observing, the SabObr seine- months in the past, and although
'tele company are not organized, or connected
any Conference, they seem' to be well 41U-concerning the different points of our
harmony with. the. doctrines and
r. and
dices ofiour people. One of the number emisi the- truth in California 'some years since,
se hisereturn to his native place, carried the
with shim, and by means of our publications
eivstr personal influence, succeeded in awakamong his friends and acquaintaIr
Fehraary, 1880, Eld. Isaac Sanborn visited
holding meetings with them .for five days,
lig which, time most of the number took their
cc - ,hg,truth. Eld. Sanborn has visited theta
Tacee.and held meetings with them for about
:lays, !and , this is Ole the ministerial lahad received until our visit.
wereepleased with the. intelligence and earofthese brethren and sisters, and were eslyinterested in a prayer and, social meeting
tlierereSthe public service on Sunday evening,
sued almost wholly in the German language.
dugh -nearly all speak and understand Engquite atell eyet their usual Sabbath service is
(pled in German. They are very anxious to
OrYle.DDO who can labor with them in Gerteemne of their number are not sufficiently
with English to understand those who
h in that language. They offered, the past
to furnish a tent, if' a minister could come
air with them, who could speak both German
iealishe - Ant effort will be made to have some
hn can speak their language visit them
finitely. We understand that two more de.to obey the.truth during our visit.
featare we were especially pleased to note,
Jed eaCh, fluidly is supplied, not only with
+ortnall: paper, but with both REviEw 'and
Eleven copies ofethe Signewere taken for
enary Work, and although not an organized
sosiety, all the number are supplied with
eitieh they seem to take an' interest in disi lig, that they May by this means extend the
to:these around them.
feel 'a deep interest in this locality, and
that•the_ providence of God will open a way
teuth! to be still more fully presented'. B. L. WITYTNEY.
4.- • -•

ILLINOIS.
dp Farina, cod Kinatandy: —Dee. 21, I left
e Creek ir my field of labor. Spent Sabbath,
4th, in ledo. Then, came to: Farina to fill
lapoirrtment.
Teintment. T found a. large Seventh-day

Baptist church there, with no regular pastor.
Eld. Andrus, who lives there, consents to preach
in the vacancy, though he is eighty-five years old'
His worthy wife is about the same age. He is in
good health and spirits; and his mind is clear on
Bible subjects. Had an excellent visit with him,
conversing on the prophecies. He is very much
interested in tracing out the history ofthe "falling
away," and the developing of the Catholic apostasy.
His memory of historical events - and dates is
remarkable. I found two families of Seventh day
Adventists. They attend the S. D. Baptist meetings. On Sabbath, Eld. Andrus invited me to
preach, also in the evening.
As I did not intend to hold meetings at Farina,
Bro. F. Crandall and his brother had been to
Kinmundy, six miles distant, and found an opening for meetings there. The- pastor of the Cumberland church had to be away, so he kindly sent.
me an invitation to preach to his people in the
morning and evening. I did so ; and by request,
I preached again on Monday evening. By
special invitation of the pastor, I preached on
Tuesday evening also. He then purchased of me
" Thoughts on Daniel and the Revelation," and
urged me to return and hold some more meetings
with them. Quite a number were interested. I
think some will keep the Sabbath. The weather
was bad the last two days I was there, which, of
course, hindered the work ; nevertheless, I think I
left the brethren much encouraged.
Mt. Vernon, Jan. 28.
T. M. STEWARD.
O.- • --et,

MICHIGAN.
' her man City, Jan. 18.—Since my last report,
three others have embraced the truth. The Disciple minister gave one discourse against us on the
Sabbath question, which we reviewed before a full
house. Dec. 24, we organized a Sabbath-school of
thirty members, and supplied them with Instructors, records, etc. We have obtained seven subscribers for the REVIEW.
D. A. WELLMAN.
Wright and roopersuille.—On .Jan. 14 and 15, I
attended the regular V. and M. district quarterly
meeting at Wright. The weather was stormy,
and the attendance from abroad not large. The
meeting; however, was a good one, and interest in
the missionary work was increased. as the result.
It being intimated that there were a few Hollanders who seemed anxious to read the Stem der
Waarheid, the subscription price for twenty-four Of
them for one year was immediately raised and
placed at the disposal of the district secretary.
Twice as many numbers would have been paid for
in case they had been needed. On Sunday evening I was advertised to speak at Coopersville.
The notice was short, but the hall was filled, and
the attention excellent. I expect to return to that
place to hold a series/ of meetings immediately.
Jan. 19.
W. H. LITTLEJOHN.

St. Charles, Jan. 18.—The good work here is
still progressing well. Our church and district
quarterly Meetings were well attended, and full of
interest. The brethren have co-operated with us
in the work. We were very glad to be faVored
with the presence of Bro. Ostrander and others at
the district meeting. Several more made a start
to serve God last Sabbath. On Sunday; fifteen
were baptized, making forty six since Bro. Miller
and I began meetings here. At no time since I
came have I seen more interest than now. More
than one hundred were present at our last Sabbath-school, which is steadily growing in interest
and numbers.
On Tuesday evening Bro. 1'argo was present,
and spoke. Two more took their stand to obey
God, and others are almost decided. At every
meeting there is something to show us that the
Spirit of God is moving upon the hearts of the
people, and the end is not yet.
The -following incident will serve to show how
God is at work : Last Sabbath, among the
for baptism;- was a stranger to me, a young
lady from the country. She is the only Sabbathkeeper in the family, having lately started. As
she came up out of thowater, her mother met her,
weeping. The stand she has taken is turning her
parents to the truth, and I Confidently look for
them to embrace the Sabbath. What the end will
be, we cannot tell, but trust many more souls will
'come to the cross. At our last meetingesome who
came a distance of eight miles were present for the
:first time, and were heard to say, " Are these the
kind of meetings they have? Why, if' we had
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known it, we would have been here before." It
seems as though we were enjoying a few drops of
the refreshing times in this part of the State.
If the brethren in the district assigned me will
still continue to be patient, I will visit them as
soon as possible. Elds. Fargo and Ostrander go
to Mt. Pleasant to the dedication, that I may remain here.
Elds. Fargo, Ostrander, and myself met on
Wednesday evening with the few that remain of
the church at Chesaning. Trials and discouragemeets had placed them where they no longer
maintained meetings. We continued our effort till
the spirit of confession and reconciliation came in,
and we hope for better days for -them. Bro. Fargo
and I expect toaneet with them again soon.
A. 0. Beaune.
NEW- YORK.
Erie Co.—I joined Bro. Brown in a meeting at
Darien Center, Genesee Co., on Sabbath and firstday, Dec. 24, 25. A good work was begun there
last summer with the tent ; and those who em- braced the truth seem disposed to move forward
with the work in all its branches. They have
meetings and a Sabbath-school. I accompanied
Bro. ,Brown to a meeting; with the Lancaster
church Dec. 27, and the following day we went to
Akron and. had a meeting with the friends there
in the evening. Bro. B. then returned to Darien,
while I remained and held two meetings, one in the evening and one on the Sabbath. The prospect is brightening there, and there is a spirit of
revival.
The first and second wi
in January I met
in quarterly meeting th
with the Lancaster church.
There are good signs of life here yet. 'Di% children who were baptized recently and united with
the church are filling theii• places with faithfulness..
Leaving Lancaster, I visited the two families in
Buffalo that are members of' this church. Found
them of good courage in the Lord. I then went
to East Elma, visited the friends, and held two
evening meetings in the school-house, speaking to
good congregations. Some there have been prejudiced, not without some cause ; but prejudice
seems to be giving way. 'Yesterday I had the
privilege of meeting with the friends at Willink,
with some from Elma. All present seemed determined to press onward. Some really edifying and
encouraging testimonies were given.
I am visiting all the scattered ones, as far as I
am able, getting those who are not taking the REVIEW to subscribe, and those who .are taking the
Signs in clubs to renew. Have got three new subscribers for the REVIEW, two at full price and one
with efemium. I go on to Colden and Glenwood.
1Viltink h'. V., .Jan. 22.
R. F. COTTRELL.

• MINNESOTA.
Pope and Swift counties.—Since my last report,
have labored in Pope and Swift counties, and
held meetings in different places which were
attended by both brethren and outsiders. Same
would have been baptized, bilt it was thought
best on account of poor health and cold weather
to postpone it till some other time. .A Baptist
sister commenced to observe the Sabbath of the
Lord. There are now in these two counties thirtyfive Scandinavians who are trying to keep all the
commandments of God. The Sabbath-school and
T. and M. work received attention. Held, in all,
thirty-six meetings.
Jan. 15, I came to West Union. Here Bro.
J. C. Jorgenson resides. We have held meetings
every night, and the most of them have been well
attended. Some arc interested, and say they have
never heard the Bible explained so before. Hope
and pray that some will give their hearts to God,
and be saved by obeying the truth.
L. 'JOHNSON. •
Jan. 23.
Geneva.—Last Sabbath and Sunday I spent with
the friends at Geneva. We held our meetings in
the school-house, which was well filled with those
outside of our faith, who manifested mach interest
in the word spoken. I believe much good might
be done here by a course of meetings:
Oil Sunday we attended the funeral of the two
little' sons of :Bro. and Sr. Gibbs, Stephen and
Henry, who died one year ago of diphtheria, aged,
respectively, nine and four years. Discourse from
Matt. 23 : 9 : " And call no man father upon the'
earth ; for one is your Father, which is in Heaven."
The text-was suggested by Stephen, who said,
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just before he died, that he knew no father on
earth, no one but his Heavenly Father. He then
repeated the 4th verse of the 23d Psalm : " Yea,
though I walk through the valley of the shadow
of death, I will fear no evil ; for thou art with me;
thy rod and thy staff they comfort me," and
immediately fell asleep. How true, if we have.
been born again, and received the spirit of adoption, and become joint heirs with Christ, that we
can call God our Father. May the Lord help us
to realize it.
L. H. ELLS.
Mccl!ord, Jan. 25.

there, and finish up the work here, if possible.
We feel the need of the help of the Lord, and
are trying to draw near to him, and .put our trust
wholly in him. This branch of the work has
been sadly neglected, and it will cost long and
faithful labor to bring it up. May God help us,
and all our dear brethren who labor among the
D. P. CURTIS.
churches, is our prayer.
D. C. BURCH.
Jan. 20.
-.-•-- • -.IF

GENERAL LABOR.
I HAVE spent some over six weeks traveling,
mostly in the northwestern \part of Minnesota,
also some in Dakota and Canada. Have obtained
55 subscribers for our periodicals, and sold .$26.65
worth of books and tracts. Have given away 110
copies of our papers, visited 128 families, and written 53 letters. Two have commenced keeping the
Sabbath of the Lord by reading the Harold. Hope
the Lord will bless his 'truth to the salvation of
L. KJAL L BERG.
souls.
Litchfield, Mimi.

River Falls and Beldenuille, Wis.—Held meetings
at River Falls on the evenings of fan. 5 and 6.
Sabbath and Sunday, held the regular quarterly
meeting. It was well attended. The .Sabbathschool work .received special attention. Celebrated the ordinances the evening after the Sabbath. The Spirit of the Lord was with us. Before the meeting began, some wrongs were righted.
Three were added to the church by vote, and
one by letter. A tract society was organized,
consisting of ten members. Several copies of the
signs were ordered, and some books were sold.
The brethren were strengthened. With the blessing of the Lord, a good work was done. Bro. J.
Olive joined me at this place and assisted in the
work.
he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel
We met with the Beldenville church the 12th. to"And
every creature."—Mark 16: 15.
Had meeting in the evening. But few came out.
Trials have existed in this church, and some have
"WE SHALL BE LIKE HIM."
lost their interest. Sabbath and Sunday, the 14th
and 15th, had quarterly meeting. Brethren from
WE shall be like Him; oh, beautiful thought!
other points came in on the Sabbath. We had
Well may our souls with rapture be wrought.
good meetings. Took up the Sabbath-school
After the sorrows, the woe, and the tears
work. %The Lord blessed us. Obtained two subWe shall be like him when Jesus appears.
scribers for the 'REVIEW, and two for Good Health.
After the conflict, in peace to sit down;
Five copies of the. Instructor were ordered. Sold
After the cluss, to be wreathed with the crown;
some books. Have not been able to accomplish
After the OFE..t and the soil of the way,
what we desired to, as we could not get all the
With him and like him forever'to stay.
brethren to attend the meetings. We leave to
Never again shall the throbbing head ache,
meet other appointments, praying that God will
Never again shall the beating heart break,
help this church to live the truth as well as proNever the task drop from wearying hands,
fess it.
A. MEAn.
Nor the feet ever fail in the brightest of lands.

loft tlfOtif

Among the Churches.—From our excellent T.
and M. meeting at Medford, we went to the
•Dundas church, and commenced work on Sabbath,
Dec. 24. Found the church distracted with difficulties, and the work at a stand-still. We labored
to get the brethren, out to meetings, appointing
meetings at different places, but could not succeed
in getting them together. We visited what we
could, and held meetings the following week, and
on Sabbath and 'Sunday held the quarterly meeting. Eight reported in person, and two by letter,
out of a membership of thirty-one. It wve the
unanimous voice of those present that the only
thing that could be done to save what remained,
was to disband the church, which was accordingly
done. After this, ten signed a covenant to maintain Sabbath meetings and Sabbath-school. A
leader was chosen, also a clerk and treasurer for
three months, an their tithes to the Confbrence
were pledged quarterly. We commended them to
God, and left them:
On the 3d inst. We came to the Oak Springs
church, about eighty miles distant. We found
that they had been without meetings for about
three months, and were much discouraged. They
are scattered over a distance of twelve miles, and
only number nine resident members, and three nonresident. Seven came together on Sabbath, and
we had a refreshing meeting. On Sunday, after
preaching, had a very encouraging T. and M.
meeting. Some very unpleasant matters greatly
hindered the work here. We labored to bring
the brethren to see the necessity of a complete
surrender of all to God. The next Sabbath the
good Spirit of the Lord rested down upon us as
we were met together, and explanations and concisSionS were made with melted hearts and flowing tears. All who were present .were . reconciled,
and greatly blessed and encouraged. As some
were absent who were connected with the matter,
a complete adjustment could not be effected until
their return. We spent the time in meetings, laboring for the brethren and for outsiders, there
.being.quite an interest to hear among the people,
some of whoin we hope may yet come to see the
truth, and accept 'it. Our preaching has been
largely practical, and we have tried to instruct
the brethren in regard to their duties to God, to
each other, to their children, and to those who
are without. We think they-have been benefited
and encouraged. We go from here to Monticello,
intending to return, after we complete our work

Never shall sin with the trail of its shame
Shadow love's sunlight, or chill its clear flame;
Saviour, oft grieved in the house of thy friends,
Neer will we wound thee when earth's frail life ends.
Death! 'tie this thought does away with thy sting,
Makes us triumphant to meet thee and sing,
" Glory to God." When the Jordan is passed,
We shall go home, and be like him at last.
Master, alas, thee we've often denied;
When the world scorned, we have shrunk from thy side;
Yet, blessed Jesus, thou knowest thy love,
Pardon and help us with grace from above.
When thou appearest, oh, rapturous thought!
Well may our souls into rapture be wrought;
We shall be like thee when this life is o'er,
Wound thee, deny thee, offend thee no more.
—Selected.

WILL IT PAY ?
IN all business transactions, this is a question
to be considered. The shrewd financial manager
makes no investment of means without first carefully estimating the value, cost, and probable
income. In moral, intellectual, and physical matters, which are of far greater importance, less
care is exercised. Some trifling pleasure, some
little indulgence, is often purchased at the expense
of hours and even days of mental or physical
suffering. At the same time, blessings of infinite
value, which are within our reach, receive scarcely
a passing thought.
But we wish to speak of our missionary enterprises. That these can be carried on without
cost, no one will affirm ; but the question to be
decided is this : Will the results which follow be
sufficient, and of a character, to repay the investment made ? Appliances, such as periodicals,
tracts, stationery, etc., are necessary to a suCcessful
prosecution of the work, and these cost money.
In localities where it is practicable, meetings
should be sustained. These not only consume
the time of those who attend them, but if they are
interesting and profitable, somebody must give
special thought and attention to the matter.
Brain labor is required. Plans must be laid, and
means sought for carrying forward the work.
Persons must be educated in this as in other matters. All these things require time, labor, and
pains-taking. But what are the returns ?—First,
they consist in the benefit derived by persons.
upon whom labor is bestowed. The truths of
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God's word are powerful. They will accomp
that whereunto they are sent, and when prose
in an acceptable manner, honest hearts will y
obedience to their claims. Hundreds who
embraced the truth, and entire churches that
been raised up wholly or partially through
labor of
workers, testify to this
Here and there a person has become intere
and has been the means of interesting others,
so the labor first performed has multiplied i
and will continue to multiply until the WOr
done. The missionary worker who sent the
paper or tract has an interest in all this labor
the fruit resulting from it. In the day of
reckoning, like the widow who gave her
mites, and the faithful servants in the par
such persons will be astonished above tneasui
the greatness of their reward. " Lord, when
we thee an hungered, and fed thee? or thirsty,
gave thee drink? When saw we thee a stra
and took thee in ? or naked, and clothed the
Then from our adorable Redeemer comes
gracious answer, " Inasmuch as, ye have do
unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye
done it unto me." 'To them are addressed the
lowing, words : " Come, ye blessed of my Fa
inherit the kingdom prepared for you from
foundation of the world."
Another consideration, and one that is freque
overlooked, is the influence which an,assoc a
with the real missionary spirit has upon
young, and others gaining an experience in
nection with present truth. It is an old and:
saying that like begets like. If the older mein
of the church or family possess the spirit of
sacrifice and labor for others, the younger mein
partake of the same ; and thus young men
women who otherwise would. yield to woi
influences and be lost to the cause, are I
devote their whole lives to the work of God.
same principle is . true wherever people asso
together. Students, while preparing them
for future usefulness, may oftentimes accom
more by inspiring others with the missio
spirit, and leading them to devote their li
God, than during many years of wearing labi
after life. They thus, as it were, multiply t
own life-work. To do this may, at the mow
require* a seeming sacrifice of time and per
interests ; but in what way could time and
be better expended?
Every person must decide what shall be
course of his life. In many cases, there' are ti
when the scales seem evenly balanced bdtw
life of usefulness and one of worldly ambition
self-interest. At these crises, how poten
influence of a teacher, a fellow-student, or
kind friend, either for ,good or evil. But fp
interposition of Providence, the influence
schoolmate would have made Adoniram jud
confirmed infidel. When afterward he en
Andover Seminary, it was as a special stude
account of having made no profession of reli
There his case was made a special subj
prayer, and the world, although perhaps
recognizing the means, has seen the result.
religious experience of George Dana Board'
whose missionary zeal was fully equal to Jude
and whose success in India, during the ti
lived, exceeded his, dated back to his assoei
with a devoted roommate while at college.
hopes of the latter, whatever they were,
respect to future usefulness, were never rea,
for he soon died ; but who can estimate
amount he accomplished?
The anticipated golden years of future use
we may never see, and more thah this, theof benevolence, of self-sacrifice for others, u
cultivated and strengthened by acts worthy
will die out of the heart. The Wesleys,
attending the University at Oxford, reg
devoted a certain amount of time to visitin
sick and instructing prisoners in the p
They were also among the first to visit the
of America as missionaries to the Indians;
although this enterprise was unsuccessful,
accompanied with much suffering and many
ships, it did not extinguish their missionary
The case of John Knox and hundreds of 6
might be mentioned, whose history bears test,'
on this point ; but it is unnecessary.
But there is still another consideration,
benefit received by the workers themselves.
ing in this world presents better opuortuniti
the cultivation of the moral an7 in tell
faculties, than the work of God in its A
branches. It disciplines, elevates, and ex
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iniud. It lifts the soul nearer to God, and
Gigs •sweet peace and contentment to sad and
a-1,4y hearts. "By beholding we become changed."
mind is taken from worldly objects, selfish,
ssiderations, and placed on those which pertain
the eternal. We become associated with Christ
, lthe- holy angels in the work of man's redemps•:• suet thereby fitted for their society in the
1 ,, come. Surely nothing can pay better
a investments in the cause and work of God.
M. L. H.

'`THOUGHTS ON MISSIONARY WORK.
1W P. S. SHOOKEY.

ALL ern find some time to work for the Master
; for "where there's a will there's a
ay.' 'And working for the Master is very pleastoo, to those who will make it so. It
t•
•t-as when we are tired with earthly cares and
ladies. I find it so in my short experience,
(,think others would find it so.
While attending school this winter, I spend a
Sof my evenings and Sundays in missionary
4. 1. do not think I lose any time by so doing,
ttbink I get along better than I would if I were
I *Irish to use a portion of my time for the
nefit of others.
use. the Signs mostly in my work, as I think it
•best - for that purpose. In beginning, it is
essary to have some way to introduce the
per. Nye might hand the paper out, asking the
ogle to read ;, but if we allow a person to think
t•-bar only object is to have the papers read,
next thought will be, ," They want me to read
••and' become an Adventist, but I do not take
eh stook in that doctrine." So we see it is
essary to have some other plan of introducing
•And- the following is the one I usually adopt
he absence of a better one : I hand the paper
peI-Son, saying, " I have a paper here for
ich I wish to make up a •club ; but I wish to
e the people a chance to examine it before subThen I-ask if they will read one, and
that It will call in a few days and get it. Next
e; I leave another to be examined, but say little
it the papers. And if I let them alone, they
n read themselves into an interest, if they had
e before. Should they ask if it is an " Avent "
er., I tell them it is published especially for all
whin ation s.
t seems to be a good plan to avoid all doctrinal
is till' the people bring them up themselves.
Oink this, we may find what subject interests
rn meat. If they become interested in any
jeot, though it be not the most important, we
uld let them read on that one as much as they
so; for if we can get them to investigate and
eve any doctrine different from their own, no
11„;part of the work• is done. Some prejudice
be removed, a gap will be made in the wall
Olt. shut :them up to their own creed, and,
rig a•• gap,- they will soon wander out, if we
dim* and do nothing but guide them a little.
ore ,i0 a family reading here that illustrates
above- very well. At first they were opposed
Sabbath, and would hear nothing concernit; hut they were interested in the state of the
d, and read some on that subject. Being
Wed to take their own way, they soon became
rested- in sthe Sabbath question, and now some
e badly have decided to keep the Sabbath.
here are some very strange things about the
an niltd, and by taking advantage of these
dinrities, we have a good way to do missionary
Ii. It seems that curiosity, in most, if not all,
s, first prompts to an investigation of any new
b or theory. It also seems that if one mind is
in any direction, others, are instinctively and
onseionsly led in the same way.
attend-the Sunday-schools, and take an active,
humble part, trying to learn my lessons as Biow-ma:ever should be learned, that I may have
aeli .influence as possible. If doctrinal points
o lip, 1. do not dissent; but, if an opportunity
von,. ask some question or bring up some
tge of Scripture, as if desiring information or
•Mony between the text and the lesson. By
ding an expression of my views, manifesting
e cariosity over the matter, and trying to
ten a duriosity in others, I have found some
'est and some chances to loan reading matter.
eh cases I loan it as something that has given
some light on the snbject, thus exciting in
re a --desire to read it. I believe this is a
; and, if well executed, much
sity May be created which will deepen into a

—Since the surrender of Alasee and Lorraine,
France has never for a moment halted in her preparations for a repetition of the conflict with Germany. For ten years she has been engaged in the
reconstruction of the line of forts about Paris,
broken_ through by the Germans. Perhaps it would
be better to say the construction of a n ew li ne, for the
present chain of fortifications is far in advance or
the old one. The latter was from two to three miles
beyond the old city walls. The new line is from
seven to ten, protecting
,
a greater area of territory,
and including in its circumference Versailles, St.
Cloud, and other cities of note. It is estimated
that with these new defenses Paris will be able successfully to resist three times the force brought
against it in 1870. Twenty thousand men placed
in this ring of forts will, for the protection of the
country, be worth a vast army in the, field. Paris
alone will cover the center, west, and south of
France. The construction of the line fully offsets
all advantage gained by Germany in the advance
of her military lines to the annexed provinces.
That the Germans realize this, as also the cers
tainty o?the coming struggle, is evidenced by the
faet that the first full description of the defenses
—Six graduates of Oberlin—just one-third of of Paris appeared in the National ffilitary Gazette
the graduating class—were ordained, Stine 26, 1881, of Berlin, and in the perfect knowledge they have
for foreign mission fields. Two more, eight in all, of every French military movements—Interior.
of this one class, are under appointment,—three
for China, two for Bihe, one for the Zulus, one for
ARCTIC EXPLORATIONS.
Umzila's Kingdom, and one for India.
real interest and desire to know the truth. Then
if we let them alone mostly, giving them reading
enough to incwase and guide their curiosity, but
not enough toatisfy it, they will lead themselves
into the truth much quicker than we can do it.
In distributing Signs near home, I always have
it understood that I wish to get them again.
Nearly all take good care of the papers ; but if I
find any one who allows them, one after another,
to be destroyed; I let some other person have
them ; for, if they do not take care of the papers
after being requested to do so, it is altogether unlikely that they will care enough for them to
become interested. I now keep about twenty
families reading, and use but six copies of the
Signs. Most of the papers can be read several
times more, if Handled as carefully as they have
been.
If' we find any who are too poor. to take a paper
for themselves, we should not pass them by; for
they will probably prize the papers more than
those do who are able to have plenty of other
reading matter.
41,

"Can ye not discern the signs of the times?"—Matt. 16:3,

—Last year 17,767 Chinese landed in San Francisco, and 8,178 returned to their native land.
—It seems that Rome does not sympathize very
strongly with the Vatican, if the Mayor correctly
represents the feeling of the people. He said recently in a speech at a banquet, that they
would rather see the city laid in ashes than given
over again to Papal domination.
—A dispatch from Louisville, Ky., on Christnight, said that within the 'previous twentyfour hours there had been five murders, two fatal
accidents, two suicides, one attempted suicide, and
three free fights attended by serious results, in that
region, and added, cheerfully, " The people are
still celebrating Christmas."
1I1 LIB

—Representative Hawk of Illinois has introduced into the house a bill for the protection of
the President. It provides that any person who
shall made an attack upon the President with intent to kill, shall be punished with death, even
though the attack prove unsuccessful, unless it can
be shown that the assailant was irresponsible from
insanity at the time of committing the act. In
the latter ease, he shall be confined in an asylum
for life.
—According to the census for 1880, 727,629 of
the 1,206,299 inhabitants of New York City were
born in this country. With the exception of
Alaska, each of the States and Territories are
represented in the city. The foreign-born poppopulation is 39 per cent of the whole, of which
over 16 per cent is Irish, and nearly 13 per cent
German.. Besides representatives from every country in -.Europe, there are 7 from Greenland, 20
from Japan, 59 from the Sandwich and Pacific
Islands, and 747 from China.
—Prof George Davidson, -of the United States
Coast Survey, says that the islands of Alaska aggregate a shore-line of 9,000 miles, and that in
every instance these islands are covered to the
very water's edge with timber the bulk of which
is known as Sitka cedar, and has been pronounced
by the naval department admirably suited to shipbuilding. The supply . is practically unlimited.
Magnetic iron ore has been fbund in Alaska which
yielded 70 per cent of pure iron, also vast beds of
coal and limestone. ,The cod-fisheries also give
indications of wondrous wealth. Prof. Davidson
is of opinion that the cod-banks represent an area
four times greater that that of Newfoundland, and
porportionately valuable. The seal-fisheries, which
are now in the hands of a company paying a
stated revenue to the government, are more than
offset by the sea-otter industry, which presents a
richer and more availabliOprize, -while the whale
fisheries are becoming more valuable every year.

PUBLIC sympathy has been greatly aroused ,in
behalf' of the officers and men of the lost Areas
exploring steamer -Jeannette, over whose fate
such a mystery has hung. But it seems possible
that the mystery may yet be solved. Engineer
Melville, of the lost steamer, has telegraphed to
the Secretary of the Navy from Irkutsk, Siberia-,
under date of Jan. 18, that himself, Donenhower,
and eleven men, are at that place, and well. He
requests orders to remain with two men, and in
March renew the search for De Long, commander
of the expedition, and the party with him ; while
Donenhower and nine men return to the United
States.
There seems to be a peculiar fascination about
Arctic exploration that attracts men in spite of
the hardships and dangers to be encountered.
The results achieved in this direction, and the
prospect before those who may hereafter venture
into the stormy regions of the frost king, are well
expressed in the following paragraph :—
The risk, the exposure, the disaster, of these
northern exponditions is enormous. As feats of
human endurance, they are marvelous. And they
have at least settled conclusively the great fact
that no practical advantage can result from
further exploration. A sea hopelessly and always
choked with ice, and a climate of absolute frost,
cannot be the scene of human activity. The only
channels into the sea are now known. The northwestern passage has been discovered. There a-re
but two motives left for further invasion- of' the
Arctic realms of death. One is to gratify the
pure love of adventure ; the other is to complete
scientific knowledge of the surfaee of the globe.
The last will long be the • alleged motive, but we
suspect that the first will be the causes causans.
The same heroic spirit that led Sir Humphrey
Gilbert will still allure men of the same mold.
Beneath all the argument cui bone—the argument
of experience, of suffering, of death—there rem ains
the haughty unwillingnesif of human nature to be
baffled. One by one the great secrets have been
wrested from nature. Neither heat nor cold can
bind them fast. The sources of the Nile are revealed, the African continent has been crossed, the
northwest passage has been discovered. Only the
pole remains to be reached, and it will still be
found to be a resistless magnet.

THAT CHILI-BOLIVIAN TREATY.
Tice Inter-Ocean thus sums up the advantages
gained by Chili through the treaty of peace which it
is rumored she has signed with Bolivia :—
The two hundred miles of coast line measures
the width of Bolivian territory between Chili and
Peru, and this is almost all in the desert of
Atacama, or the niter grounds of Bolivia. Just
north of Atacama is the province of Tarapaea iir
Peru. takilig in the niter or saltpeter, deposits or
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that country. One of Chili's conditions of peace
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--The English government is sending fresh trod

WORDS Or COMFORT.

Ireland:
with Peru is that this province of Tarapaca shall
"This God is our God forever and ever he bul l be our guide even
be ceded to Chili. If this exaction is complied unto
—The Constitutional Revision Bill, which has be
death." Ps. 48:14.
with, and if the reported cession of Atacama by "Ile that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep." Ps. fore the French Chamber of Deputies, has been re"
Bolivia is true, Chilian territory will be etended 121 :1.

five or six hundred miles farther north than the
present northern boundary, and will include all
the valuable niter lands of Peru and Bolivia, yielding an annual revenue of about $5,000,000. This
extension, with her recent assertion of right to
the western coast of Patagonia, would put fully
one-half of the PaCifie coast of South America
under Chilian control. —
THE NEW CAMPAIGN OF NIHILISM.

THE Atlantic cable almost daily sends its, mutterings of the impending crisis in Russian Nihilism, and the 'storm that has been gathering since

Ira who marks each falling tear
Of his burdened pilgrims here,
Never slumbering, never sleeping,
Vigils ever wakeful keeping,
Faithful, he—whate'er betide
Is my everlasting Guide;
Safe, howe'er the sky o'ercast,
He will bring me home at last.
The vows of God
Are on me, and I may not stop to play
With earthly shadows or pluck earthly flowers,
Till I my work have done, and rendered, up
Account. Henceforth it matters not if storm
Or sunshine be my lot, bitter
Or sweet my cup. I only pr,ay,
God, fit me for the work.

Alexander III. ascended the throne seems now
'Tis easy to repose
about to burst. For a time, there was hope in the
Beneath the Almighty's wings When they are seen
Russian capital, and all was activity Nod enterBright and refulgent, flashing in the light
prise, looking to a better future. But the pistolOf his own goodness and transcendent love;
Not so, when deepening shadows only seem
shot aimed at a prominent general dissolved The
To fall upon the path! But then the time
charm, and announced a revival of the Nihilist
For faith to take her slumbering harp and sing:
campaign.,
" How excellent thy lovingkindness, Lord!
One arrest quickly followed another, until the
Therefore beneath the shadow of thy wings
long line of conspirators seems to extend far beThy children put their trust," (Ps. 36:7.)
yond the reach of the police.
In intelligent Russian society one can scarcely
meet a young man that has not some severe criticism against the government; and when these
men are sent over the realm in their respective
duties, there are but few of them who do not help
to fan the - flame of Liberalism, that may grow into
SUNDAY, JAN. 22.--To-day, in all Catholic churches in
Nihilism and revolution.
the diocese of Dublin, a pastoral was read from the Most
The way of reform is a very difficult one for Reverend Archbishop Mc Cabe, warning the faithful not
Russia, because of her peculiar dilemma, in the to listen to agitators.

oJ)g, If flit

thee of which nearly every reform of the Czars has

rat

and in consequence, Gambetta and his Cabinet
signed.

--Cholera has make its appearance among' th
grins in Allahabad, one of the Hindoo• sacred cit
Northern India.
— Guiteau, the assassin, has issued another m
to the American people, in which he arraigns the;
acter of the jurors, especially charging that they we
high-toned Christian gentleman. He denies the a
ity of the court which tried him, relies upon the
but, as usual, makes a demand for money. He leo
a reversal of the verdict by the court in bane, and
phemously concludes the precious screed by prete
an analogy between himself and the Saviour.
FRIBAIY, JAN. 27.--President Grevy has called on
Say and De Freycinet to form a new Cabinet: This
is received with favor, as the radical changes propes

Gambetta were unwelcome to the mass of the
people.
—A resolution was introduced in the House of
resentatives calling upon the government to supp
formation relative to the report that the Morino
inciting the Indians to lawless outbreaks.
,
--A large Mormon meeting at King's Cross neat

don was broken up yesterday by a 'crowd. In 'the
several persons were hurt.
—A heavy and destructive wind storm has donee
damage in New England.
---An informer has revealed to the authorities.
istence of a widespread and dangerous conspiracy in
Limerick, and Cork counties, Ireland..

t

oil

—The correspondent in England of the New York " Bloased aro the dead which did in the Lord from honceforth."—

failed. The - very men who demand new measures World, reports that in Ireland order is gradually being
from the goVernment are incapable of taking part. restored.
JACOBSON . —Died at Oak Valley, Ottertail Co.,
—The panic in France has ruined thousands of families;
in the execution of them. The people make a
Nov. 18,1881, Julius, son of Bro. and Sr. Jacobson
but
hopes
are
entertained
that
the
powerful
syndicate
of
claim on the throne, and the latter can find no
thirteen years, seven months, and five days. He wa
financiers formed to facilitate a settlement will restore liever
in the third angel's message, though he
agents capable of carrying it out, even were it public
confidence. In Vienna several persons have comunited with the church. Discourse from Matt. 18
granted. The men who have stepped to the front mitted suicide.
Also Bertie Roy, Dec. 22, aged one year, ten m
in Russia within the last few years have soon
.
MONDAY,
JAN 23.-70,000 claims for fixing fair' rent and twelve days.
fallen out, and the number of those on whom the
have been entered in the Land Court of Ireland.
" Though nature weeps when lovely ties
Czar may count for the execution - of great meas—The Lord Mayor of London, in consequence of a
So strongly bound arc riven,
ures is. rapidly growing less. Melikoff is in exile,
Yet faith the Saviour's words applies,
and Ignatieff who took his place, is now losing his requisition signed by a number of prominent and influOf such the realms of Heaven."
ential men, has appointed a meeting at the Mansion
influence, notwithstanding all his art of statecraft. House, Feb. 1, to make declaration of opinion relative to
Ile has no longer the confidence of the monarch, the persecution of the Jews in Russia. The Journal de
RAWLINS. --Died of a severe and painful diseasi,
arid is now but little more than the shadow St. Petersburg deprecates this agitation, and says the acstomach, in the township of Rush, Jo Daviess Co.:
through which one may discover his successor. counts of the anti-Jewish riots are malevolently exaggerthe residence of C. A. Bates, Aug. 20, 1881, Elie
And if this cunning and capable Ignatieff must ated.
Rawlins, aged eighty years, four months, and si
--The
Signal
Corps
stationed
at
Cape
Hatteras restep down, where is the man in Russia with courAlso at the same place, Aug. 23, of that dread d
age enough to undertake the execution of promises ported yesterday that the bark F. L. Carney, hound for. consumption, Permelia S. Bates, daughter of the de
lately made to the people, and now nearly forgot- Baltinore from the West Indies, sunk three miles south and wife of C. A. Bates, aged thirty-six years,
,
months, and two days. She fell at her post, lov
ten 7. It is true that the commissions appointed to of Hatteras Inlet. Eight lives were lost.
—A large lobby from Dakota favor the division of that Lord and his truth, and with a hope of immortality.
execute these reforms still exist, but they are regarded - with contempt in thee of the universal Territory, and the admission of the southern part as Jesus conies to gather up his jewels. A husban
children, a brother and sister, and many other
doubt as to the recovery of the power of the Czar. a State.
—A, number of citizens from Utah are in Washington, mourn her loss. Funeral sermon by Eld. Terry
The effort made a few weeks ago toegive liberal endeavoring to secure a new form of government for that fist. Text, • 1 Thess. 4 :18 : " Wherefore comfo
m.
laws to the respective provinces, as such, has sig- Territory. They wish to have the government conducted another with these words."
nally failed, because it came too late ; the strife on the same general plan as that of the District of Column=
has been transferred to another field. The fruit bia, and urge the appointment by the President of a
NixoN.---:Died at Noblesville, Ind., Sunday e;
of ultra centralization for centuries is now ripen- Board of Commissioners consisting of eight or ten mem- Jan. 15, 1882, Mrs. Anna Nixon, wife of Alex.
ing, and the throne bears all the burden of its bers, who shall take the place of the governor and legis- aged twenty-five years. Sister Nixon had been afflict
consumption for a considerable time previous
worthlessness, with no reliable power outside of lature.
TUESDAY; JAN. 24.—The Prince of Montenegro has re- death. Through the endeavors of some of her
the capital to stay the course of revolution. A
fused to aid the Herzegovinians in their struggle against she visited the Sanitarium last November, and
strange spectacle has just occurred at the State Ca- Austria.
The Austrian government is still sending there embraced present truth. The disease havi
thedral in St. Petersburg, a thousand appearing troops to the scene of revolt.
grossed beyond the help of those at the Sanitar
at its altar and demanding the canonization of
returned to her home on the 10th inst. On the S
—A
bill
to
prevent
any
polygamist
from
holding
an
the late Czar, while his son and successor in •Gatsbefore her death, she called for several of those tha
office or appointment of trust or profit will be the first bill near and dear to her to pray with and for her, at
china is in vain seeking for the weapons that may
against Mormonism acted upon by Congress. Afterward, time she was greatly blessed, and felt to praise th
protect him from the bands of Nihilist' assassins. more sweeping measures will be introduced.
for his goodness. Her sorrowing husband and
To-day the Czar is a prisoner in his rural palace,
the German ReichStag, Prince Bismarck defended 'are not without hope that, if faithful till the end, th
as Was once Louis XVI. in 'Versailles. But it now the—In
Emperor's rescript in a heated debate. His si,eech, be re-united to her in the resurrection. App
looks as if he must soon be driven out of this and which was emphatic in the re-assertion of the doctrines of remarks were made on the occasion of the fune
find a refuge in Moscow. The Kremlin in that the imperial rescript, created great excitement.
Eld. Frost Craft, of the M. E. Church.
ancient capital is the stronghold where the Russia
W. A. Y
—A bill has passed the Senate allowing Mrs. Abraham
of Peter the Great must close its career, and the Lincoln $15,000, and increasing her pension from $3,000
Wifrninn.----Died in South Woodstock, Me., J
more natural organization of a .new empire com- to $5,000.
1882, of typhoid pneumonia, Carrie E. Whitman
mence. No representative Assembly if attempted,
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25.--In the Guiteau case the jury sixteen years and nine months.
could safely deliberate, in St. Petersburg ; in Mos- brought in a verdict of guilty. Scoville announced that
Carrie attended the nieetings which we held i
cow it might be the harbinger of a new era, and he should file a petition for a new trial.
place, became deeply interested in the truth, and
the solution of a problem that now seems totally
—A bill to restrict Chinese inunigration will soon be days before she was taken sick, decided to give he
unmanageable. One thing is, at least, clear : the introduced into Congress.
to the Lord. During her sickness, which lasted e
days, she spent most of her time in praying and si
present condition of things cannot last long, for it
—A telegram to the Secretary of War states that the and talking about the Saviour. Although many
is leading to 'total anarchy ; and a fearful tem- Apaches are making a general war on the Mexicans in the
prayers were offered for her recovery, the d
pest seems about to break around the throne of State of Sonora.
claimed her for a time. We believe she sleeps in
Alexander III.— The Christian Advocate.
THURSDAY, JAN. 26. —The Herzegovinian insurgents and will come forth clad in immortality when th
are concentrating in the mountainous angle included by
the upper bend of the Marenta River. Their position is
—In the last week of the old year, peach-trees commanding, and absolut
unassailable. A high Auswere in blossom in Florida, and roses in Washing- trian official says the situation in the revolted district

ton. •

could not well be worse.

comes to raise the sleeping saints. She leaves a
and mother, a munb.er of sisters, and many
to mourn her loss. Words of comfort were ape
the writer, from 2 Sam. 14:14 and Job 11:17.
S. J. Hs
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Story Of the Sabbath and First Day of the Week for
-period of 6,000 years. By Eld. J. N. Andrews. 528 pp.

$1.25
he Sanctuary and the 2300 Day's of Dan. 8 :14. By

Smith. This work explains the past Advent movecud makes plain the present position of those who wait

1.5.

the Loa: 352 pp.

$1.00

oughts -on Daniel, critical and practical. By Eld. U
4. Ah exposition of the book of Daniel, verse by verse.
$1.25
P.
*nights on Revelation. By Eld. U. Smith. This work
op ts every verse in the book of Revelation with such rek'x as serve to illustrate or explain the meaning of the text.
pp.
$1.25
fe of Wtn. Miller, with portrait. This book gives in-

, 1,, ,-' etches of the Christian life and public labors of
e:,asissr in the Advent movement in this country. 416 pp.

$1.00
Ate, of• Elder Joseph Bates, relating his experience of

saty -fire ;years on ship-board, with incidents of his rise from
k'a.bey up to master and owner. The closing chapters ret,O Ids' labors hi the ministry and in the cause of temptirS 4:1(1 Other moral reforms. Fine tint Paper, 352 10).

'
$1.00
Pio Sketches of Elder James, and Mrs. E. G. White.
r ,parly lives and Christian experiences of both are given in
'.0laine. Their subsequent history is so connected with
Ouse, that this book gives an outline of the rise and prog4 our people and our cause. With fine steel portraits of
h..- $1.25
trilling Incidents in -the political life of Francesco
'Qg, while a soldier ,with Garibaldi, including his perilous
pe from the tyrants of Rome, and his subsequent travels in
icti. and. Syria. 328 pp.
$1.00
iie Biblical Institute. This work contains a synopsis
:,tile lectures given at the Battle Creek College by Eld. U

ia

ijth, and at Biblical Institutes. 352 pp.

$1.00

he Nature and Destiny of Man. By . Eld. U. Smith.
t .0ork treats on the • great questions of the condition of
!i 111 death, and ills destiny beyond the .resurrection. 356
•
$1.00
:
?he Spirit of Prophecy.: or, the Great Controversy he`etCChrist and his angels, and Satan and his angels, in four
tai9s. By Mrs. E. G. White. These volumes cover the
fie from. the fall of Satan to the destruction of sin and ship at the 0.0fle of the one thousand years of Rev. 20. Each,
[MY.
lal, 1, , Old. Testament Facts to Christ.
$1.00
rol.. II. life and Ministry.of Christ.
1.00
/ol..III. The Death, Resurrection and Ascension
illitist, with the Lives of his Apostles.
. 1.00
rill, IV. (In preparation.)
1.00
el Constitutional Amendment : A discussion between
W. It Littlejohn and the editor of the Christian Mates,.35 the Sabbath. 384 pp:
$1.00
ilittud Songs. A book of hymns and tunes. 537
ii-S,117 tunes, 416 pp.
$1.00
Iorecco, gilt,
$1.50
Ile ' SottgAnchor; A popular collection of songs for the
ath-school and praise service. 164 pp.
35 ets.
!hued in muslin,
50 eta.
Ile Bible from Heaven. By Eld. D. M. Canright. Au
hittinit to show that the Bible is not the work of nien, but
tided Mid in truth, the work of God. 300 pp.
80 eta.
. lioliout and the Resurrection, showing the Harmony
,ttleiled
and the Bible on the Nature of the Soul and the
i
Ode, of the Resurrection. B3sJ. H. Kellogg, N. D. 75 cts.
he Butted States in the Light of Prophecy : or, an
13ition of Rev. 13:11-17. By Eld. U. Smith. Dealing
-Out own land and applying to oilr time. Of surpassing
Pest to every American reader. 200 pp.
40 eta.
tonghts on Baptism. By Eld. J. H. Waggoner. The
settvieweitin the light of the Bible and History. 186 pp.
timid inflexible cloth,
35 eta.,
p.pet cove's,
25 cts.
third for, the Sabbath; or false theories exposed. A
li,.- by Rid. U. Smith. 60 pp.
30 eta.
litzed paper covers.
15 cts.
o Game of Life. Three lithographic illustrations with
tnations, .These scenes represent Satan playing a game
:man for his soul. Neatly liound in board.
00 ets.
lio, 'Advent Keepsake. A Collection of Bible texts for
aSay,in thsyear, on the subjects of the Second Advent, the
25 eta..
irrection, etc. Muslin, 136 pp.

ible LeSsons for Little Ones, No. 2.

Flexible cloth.
15 eta.
Mnil Volumes of Review and Herald. Each, $2.50
le )fotith's InstruCtor for 1879-'80. Firmly bound.
$1.00
.•
MC Lessons for Little Ones. A Sabbath-school book
:nod for the Use of beginners; and prepared with. special
4 for the wants of very young children.
Illegible cloth, 84 pp.
15 eta
Os of Song. A. vest-pocket song book coutainlo;
Vi'only. A choice collection. 96 pp., 119 hymns, bow(
Obie cloth:
15 ets.
BOOKS IIT PAPER COVERS.
stitutional Amendment. Condensed, 336 pp. 40 cts.
Ootintry and 2300 Days. Condensed, 224 pp. - 30 cts.
4s; for; the Times. A collection of valuable extracts
:etninent authors. 224 pp.
25 ets.
sveA Seilitons on the Sabbath and Law. By Lid. J.
6driws.: 226 pp.
25 ets.

20 eta. dress from a medical standpoint, and thoroughly exposes its
UnitAd States in Prophecy. 200 pp.
l
The Nature and Tendency of Modern Spiritualism. evils. It does not stop here, but points out an easy and

•
By Eld. J. H. Waggoner. 1S4 pp,
20 eta.
The Atomment. By Eld. J. ii. Waggoner. An examination of a remedial system in the light of Nature and Revelation. 168 pp.
25 cts.
The Ministration of Angels. and the Origin, History,
and Destiny of Satan. - By Eld. D. M. Canright. 144 pp.
20 cts.
Our Faith and Hope. Sermons on the coming and kingdom of Christ. By Eld. James White. 182 pp.
25 eta.
Refutation of the Age to Come. By Eld. J. H. Waggoner. 168 pp.
20 cts.
The Spirit of God, its Gifts and Manifestations to the
end of the Christian age. By Rid. J. H. Waggoner. 144 pp.
15 ets.
The Three Messages of Rev. 14: 6-12. Particularly
the third angel's message and the two-horned beast. By Eld.
4. N. Andrews. 144 pp.
15 eta.
The Two -Laws, as Set forth in the Scriptures of the Old
and New Testaments. By Eld. D. M. Canright. 104 pp. 15 eta.
The Morality of the Sabha b. By Lid. D. M. Canright.
96 pp.
15 cts.
Miraculous Powers. The Scripture testimony on the
Perpetuity of Spiritual Gifts. 128 pp.
15 eta.
The Complete Testimony of the Fathers of the First
Three Centuries Concerning the Sabbath and First Day of the
Week. By Eld. J. N. Andrews. 112 pp.
15 eta.
Matthew Twenty-Four. A clear and forcible exposition
of our Lord2s discourse upon the Mount of Olives. By Eld.
James White. 64 pp.
10 ets.
10 ets.
Bible Sanctification. By Mrs. E. G. White.
The Sunday Seventh-Day Examined. A refutation of
the teachings of Mede, Jennings, Akers, and Fuller. By Eld.
J. N. Andrews. 88 pp.
10 ets.
The Seven Trumpets. An exposition of the subject, as
Set forth in Revelation, Chaps. 8 and 9. 96 pp.
10 ets.
The Truth Found. The nature and obligation of the
Sabbath. By Eld. J. H. Waggoner. 64 pp.
10 ets.
Vindication of the True Sabbath. By Eld. J. W. Morton, formerly Missionary of the Reformed Presbyterian church
to Hayti. 68 pp.
10 ets.
Sennon on the Two Covenants. By Eld. J. N. Andrew's. 48 pp.
10 ets.
Hope of the Gospel. By Eld. J. N. Loughborough. 80
10 ets.
PP.
Christ mid the Sabbath; or, Christ in the Old Testament and the Sabbath in the New. By Eld. James White.
56 pp.
10 eta.
Redeemer and Redeemed. By Elder James White. This
work sets forth the plan of Redemption in its three stages.
10 cts.
40 PP.
Review of Gilfillan ; or, Thoughts Suggested by the Perusal of Gilfillan and other Authors on the Sabbath. 64 pp.
10 cts.
Appeal to the Baptists for the Restitution of the Bible
Sabbath. 46 pp.
10 eta.
Review of Baird. A review of two sermons against the
Sabbath and Seventh-day Adventists. By Eld. J. H. Waggoner. 64 pp.
10 eta.
The Ancient Sabbath. Forty-four objections considered.
88- pp. '
10 eta.
Life of Christ., in six pamphlets. By Mrs. Ellen G.
. :17
White
No
His
First Advent and Ministry. 104 pp.
10 eta.
" 2. His Temptation ha the Wilderness. 96 pp. 10 cis.
" 3. His Teachings and Parables. 126 pp.
15 cts.
" 4. His Mighty Miracles. 1.28 pp.
15 eta.
" 5. His Sufferings and Crucifixion. 96 pp..
10 eta.
" .6. His Resurrection and Ascension. 80 pp.
10 eta.
Life of the Apostles, in two pamphlets:No. 1. The Ministry of Peter. 80 pp.
10 eta.
" 2. The Teachings of Paul. 80 pp. .
10 cts.

remedy. Enamel covers, 40 pp.
Bound Volumes of the Health Reformer. Those valuable volumes contain more practical information of a vital
character than any others of their size. Each volume contains
$1.25
360 pages of reading matter, well bound.
Physiology and Hygiene. 360 pp.
s
Treatment of Disease. A guide for treating 211
-30 its.
without medicine. 160 pp.
Lectures on the Science of Human Life. Three lectr
uses of great yarns which should be in the hands of every in110 eta.
dividual. 174 pp.
Dyspepsia. Almost any dyspeptic can cure himself by
following its teachings. Beautifully bound. 196 pp. 75 eta.
effects.
cts
Tobacco -Using. A philosophical exposition of the15
of tobacco on the human system. 60 pp.
Health and Diseases of American Women. 60 pp.
15 eta.

JUVENILE BOOKS.
The Sunshine Series. Stories for little ones, in ten small
books, adapted to children front the ages of four to ten years.
50 eta.
In glazed paper covers;820 pp.
Golden Grain Series. A choice collection of instructive
stories suited to the wants of children front eight to sixteen
years and older, illustrated and beautifully bound in three volumes.
40 eta.
THE HARD WAY, 160 pp.
THE SCHOOL-BOY'S DINNER, 169 pp.
4400 eta.
TOMMY, 160 pp.
Golden Grains in Ten Pamphlets. The same rJading
Golden
as in the first two volumes, without pictures, in ten pamphlets
50 as.,
of 32 pages each, 320 pp.
Sabbath Readings for the Home Circle. In four volumes, containing moral 'and religious reading' for the household; carefully selected, and compiled for the use of Sabbath75 eta..
school and family libraries. Eachi
The Child's Poems. Containing Little Will and other
stories, teaching beautiful lessons of temperance and virtue.
Bound in cloth and richly embossed in gold and black. 18
30 eta.
TRACTS.-4 -cents each. Redemption-The Second Advent-The Sufferings of Christ -The Present Truth-Origin
and Progress of S. D. Adventists-Ten Commandments not
Abolished-The Two Covenants-Address to the Baptists---The Two Thrones-Spiritualism a Satanic Delusion-Samuel
and the Witch of Endor-The Third Message of Rev. 14-Who
Changed the Sabbath?-The Spirit of Prophecy-The Millennium-Signs of the Times--t-Scripture References-Constitution of the T. and M. Society-Tithes and Offerings-Sab-

baton.
.
TRACTS.-2 cents each. Christ in the Old TestauMnt
-The Sabbath in the New Testament-The Old Moral Code
not Revised-The Sanctuary of the Bible-The JudgmentMuch in Little-The Two Laws-Seven Reasons-The Definite Seventh Day-Departing and Being with Christ-The
Rich Man and Lazarus-Elihu on the Sabbath-First Message
of Rev. 14-The Law and the Gospel.

HIKE'S LIFE OF CHRIST,
The Life and Words of Christ, by Cunningham Geikie, D. D.. has been
received by scholars and Bible students and ministers everywhere with

great approbatidh. It is widely knoWn as one of the most interesting
and helpful books published. The author has not, like many other
writers upon the Life of Christ, contented himself by giving the reader
a running commentary on the four Gospels, but has, by clear descriplion of the country and people, and by a grouping of historical facts,
given such an introduction as prepareS the mind to better understand
the acts of Jesus. It has met with remarkable success, both in England and in this country, some twenty-five editions having already

been distributed.
Printed in lar.g.e, clear type, with all the copious notes of the -

author, the marginal references, and an index.
Price, post-paid, $1,75.
1 vol., 8vo., 1,258 pages.
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HEALTH PUBLICATIONS.
Or. PziCifile PRESS, Oakland, Cal
The Household Manual. A book brimful of information
on a hundred useful topics. 20,000 have been sold in two
CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK R'Y.
years. Cloth, 172 pp.
75 eta.
WESTWARD.
VASTWARD.
Digestion and Dyspepsia. By J. H. Kellogg, M. D.
Night
Ifsil sad
Mail and NV.
This work embodies the -results of the author's experience in
STATIONS.
Express. 'Express.
Express. Express.
dealing with all forms of the disease, in all of its stages, and
is a thoroughly practical treatise on this prevalent malady. In
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Alcoholic Poison; or, the Physical, Moral, and Social
Taking effect Sunday, November 27, 1881.
Effects of Alcohol as a Beverage and as a Medicine. This is
the best compendium of the temperance question published.
Its statements are brief, concise, and to the point. Paper
MICHIGAN CENTRAL RAILROAD.
covers, 128 pp.
25 eta.
60155 Wli'ST.
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Healthful Cookery. A Hand-book of Food and Diet; or,
STATIONS.
Dot
ra.;:l
What to eat, When to Eat, and How to Eat. It contains a Night Ana.,
Exp. Exp.
Exp. ERp. Exp.'
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avoided, and the subjects treated are handled with candor.
Paper covers.
Day Express and Mail daily, except Sunday. Pacific Express and
15 eta.
Local Passenger west and Atlantic and N. Y. Elxpress east run
Evils of Fashionable Dress, and How to Dress Health- daily.
Night And Evening Express daily. except Saturday and Sam
fully. This little work considers the subject of fashionable day

THE REVIEW A NI) HERALD.

Battle Creek, Mich., January 31, 1882.
CO- See article bearing on the next Sabbathschool !lesson, in the S. S. bepartment this week.
No. 3. of Vol. 2 of De Stem der Vaarheid, the
Holland paper, is ont. This number is fully equal
to any, previous issue. The first page is taken tip
with a beautiful illustration of Mark 12 : 42. If
you have any Holland- friends, make them acquainted with this paper.

dependent of matter. Then a properly constructed physical organism can think. This is all
'we claim, and just what we see man to be. The.
:publication of this book, therefOre; so highly and
'widely indorsed as it seems to be by the religious
press, is a remarkable evidence that the old theories of immortality are giving way. It is a cur'render of more than half the battle-field.
To me, it seems that his arguments against the
modern theory of evolution are wholly unanswerable. They are far ahead of anything I have seen.
They are simple; taken from the most common
facts, and easily remembered. Our ministers
would do well to read the book, though of course
they will have to winnow out much chaff.
D. M. CANRLGHT.
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.PthisoNs - who have paid $10.00 to become life
of the Gel-lei-la T. and M. Society, and
have 110 received a certificate of membership, will
oonfer„a favor by sending their post-office address
to the. secretary, .Mise M. • Ti. Huntley, Battle
Creek; Mich.

AN !NTERESTING BOOK.

The above work, valuable before its revision

much more so now with its additional chap
giving a history of the pre-millennial views
Christians in America, an account of the proph
Conferences, including those of recent date'hol .
London in 1877 and at New York' in 1878-,
extracts from the works of living authors
ministers ; such as, Spurgeon, Muller, 'Hot
Brooks, Mackay, West, and Moody.
The book is a cyclopedia of testimony,fron

461r. Notice of expiration of subscription will be given by special it
on the margin.of the paper. We should be pleased to reeei've your rid

at once.
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PROVIDENCE permitting, there will be a district quarterly holler
10.00, S Osborn 5.00, C 0 Taylor 10.00.
meeting for Allegan county, at Monterey, Mich., Feb. 17-19.
Society.-Gee,0 States, L M $5.00 B R Nerdy
Gen. T.
We earnestly request a large attendance at, this. meeting. Let acct.
5.00. John Trotman L M, 10.00, Mary Ii Trotnian L M, 10.00.
a special effort be made to come. We request that there be
Buropeon tifteston.-Cedardale church free-will' offering
no meeting held on that Sabbath in, any other church in the Joshua
Speicer, 4.25.
county, so that none may have occasion to remain away. The
English Mission.- Mrs F J Littlejohn $1.00, GO A
Monterey church is large, warm-hearted, and ready to entertain
. .Dobbs 25
Donation to Advent Tidende.-Omf Soule 411.00.
a large gathering. Let the elder in each church work up
plans and an interest for all to come. If any wish to come on
Swedish ]Mission.-Mrs Luke Waite $11.00:
the cars, there will be plenty of teams to take them from Allegan 'Friday and back' Monday, provided they write me at Ot-

A stiNKE of relief waslelt throughout the whole
country" -when, on - Wednesday last, it was announced- that the long trial .of the assassin Guiteau
was concluded, with =' .verdict of " guilty, as
indicted." For ten.,.. 4e,w-cliagging weeks, this
wretch; has, been suffere4 to perpetrate the burning
shame of insulting - 44611 liberty the court and
country in .the most 'outrageous and •indecent
Manner The proceedings' "have been a lasting sego, Mich., how many are coming.
D. M. CANRIGHT.
disgrape :to- Americau- judisprudenee, but the verdict is-..generally satisfactory. It was greeted
with a:round of applause in the dingy court-room
where the trial was-held. It +now only remains to
be Seen. Whether he vN:ri;ll slip through.the meshes
of the Jaw:by the farco of a new trial or by some
"Not slothful in business."-Rom. 12:11.
:other 'technicality which will 'postpone, and at last
defeat,:the ends of justice, as, is too commonly the
.
case. WHERE CAN WE GET THEM ?

members,

THE, REIGN or CHRIST ON EARTH, or the Voice. of
Church in All Ages Concerning the Coming and Ki
dote of the Redeemer. By Daniel T. Tayllir. Revl
and edited, with a Preface by H. L. Hastinv,s. ' 6011.'
Price $L25. Boston : Scriptural Tract Reposi.
H. L. Hastings, 47 Cornhill.

and steadfast men, relative to the reign of Cl
Upon the•earth.
Is

•TIOTICE.-

5,

church in all ages speaking through ;some 't
hundred of her most eminent, learned, clop(

Our readers wili:remember the vote passed
at our last Gene-141 Conference that the minutes of "Ana as yr go, preach, saying, The singitom of neaven at hand."--Matt. 10.7.
the Conference and all the' other associations
h4ding,nieetings in connection therewith, should
MONTHLY meeting at Hebron, Wis., Feb. 18, 19.
G. C. TENNEY.
be published in convenient form for reference.
These minutes will soon be issued in pamphlet
WILL meet with the church at Mackford, Wis., Feb. 11, 12,,
1882. Meetings begin Friday evening. Hope there Will be a
form. Definite notice will he given next week.
general attendance.
A. 1). OLSEN.
BURLINGTON, Mich., Sabbath, Feb. 4. Temperance lecture
OW' The first number of the ninth volume of the the evening after the Sabbath, if desired.
Spring Arbor, Sabbath, Feb. 18. Temperance lecture SunAdvent Harolden, January,1882:, comes out as a holiday eve.
J. E. WHITE.
day number;" 16 pages, with an illustrated cover.
PROVIDENCE permitting, I will meet with the company of
It is an attractive-lookihg paper, filled with a vaSabbath-keepers at Webster City, Iowa, Feb. 10-12. Would
riety of good matter. We are happy to state that like to see all the brethren of that vicinity present. I would
the paper is almost Self-sustaining, and would be be glad to meet the brethren from Hook's Point at this meeting'
J. H. DURLAND.
entirely - so with a littltiarger subscription list .or
A GENERAL meeting for Southern Wisconsin will be held
a small amount of adVertising patronage. Give
at Monroe, Feb. 1:0-12. It is desired to make this an occasion
the Ilarolden a good- -Word among your Swedish of special interest. We ask, therefore, that. all who can
come will do so, and let not a lack of Interest detain any.
friends, and let them see a specimen number.
We cordially invite our Illinois brethren to meet with us.

CONCLUDED.
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.WHEN the Cdurse of Heading for Ministers was
prescribed at the last General Conference, the
inquiry at Once arose where the books could be
had, and at what prices. •The Association is now
prepared partially to answer that question. We
can furnish the following books mentioned in the
course, at the folldrwing prices :-A. Clarke's Manual on Preaching,
$0:85
Boardman's Higher Life,
1.50
Baxter's Saints' Rest,
1.25
Doddridge's Rise and Progress of Christianity,
.70
Simpson's Lectures on Preaching,
1.25
Paley's Evidences of Christianity,
1.50
"
McIlvainc's "
1.00
Barrage's Act of Baptism,
1.00
McCrie's Life of John Knox,
2.00
Prideaux's Connection of the Old and New Testament

HAVE just read " The Problem of Raman Life,"
by A..W.
and final some things in it of great
value. The two chief-points are his arguments
against:the immateriality of the soul and Darwin's
doOtritto of evolution.
Histories, two volumes in one,
6.00
the author strenuously contends for the. Gibbon's History of the Roman Emipirei 6 volumes, 6.00
runortality of the soul, 'he as zealously opposes
"
Macaulay's History of England,
5
5.00
D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation,
5.00
the notion of the immateriality of anything,-soul,
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 volumes,
4.50
spirit, angel. or' God. 'Be shows up in a forcible
Dowling's History of Romanism, muslin,
4.00
light the absurdity Of the popular ideas of the
G
half morocco,
4.75
soul and. its immateriality. Re shows that the old
Conybeare and Howson's Life of Paul,
3.00
arguments for .the ithinertality of the soul drawn
Geikie's Life of Christ,
1.75
froth i+s `immateriality, will notstand a moment in
The books named above will be mailed, postthe light of mOdern science..Then he boldly ad- paid, on 'receipt of list price. To the following, the
vocates the idea that the soul is a real, material postage named must be added to the price :being;- inside the body of flesh, having the same
Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History
(postage 30e.), $8.00
organS:preeisely, only more finely organized,
Hagenbach's History of :Doctrines
( "
40c.), 5.00
The:fallacy of this „position is readily seen.
Josephus' Antiquities of the Jews ( "
36e.), 2.50
use of one -material man inside of anWhat iS
Horne's Introduction to the Holy
Scriptures
( " 45c.), 5.00
other? If he qamits; lt,s. he does, that God can organize a living, Oinking man out of matter, then
Address,
REVIEW AND HERALD,
he gi-ves up the whole question of mind being inBattle Creek, Mich.

1)

AIDS FOR SABBATH-SCHOOL WORKE

THE GIANT CITIES OF BASH
And Syria's Holy Places,
BY REV.

J. L. PORTER, A, M.

rums work brings out before the reader the departed - glory. of
. Ancient Cities of Ddble Lands, their present condition and as
and the tribes that inhabit them, in a more interesting and vivid'
trayal than any other hook we have seen..
Its cheapness brings - it within the reach of all, and its
recommends it to teacher tind scholar.
Price, by mail,

A MODEL SUPERINTENDE
A Skftch of the Life, Character, and Methods of Work of

HENRY- P II.A.tr.Hil\TS
Of the International Lesson Coinniiteee,'

By H. CLAY TRUMBtILL.,
p

HOWING that however closely connected with
may be. there can always be found time for devotion to the Se
Sschool.
Mr. Havens might have been presented as ,a model nu
business -a

business, as a model citizen, as a model Christian steward, "bit
pre-eminent success was as a Sunday-school Superintendent.
A good book for Superintendent or Teacher.

Price, by mail,

THE STORY OF THE BIB
Evora - Geneis to Revelation
Told in SLinple Language,
FOR, THE

YOUNG-,

authorof this work, during many years' experience ask
of the Scriptures both in the 1in:1day-school and the home eirel
TtheHE
need of a simple Version of the teat,, portions of the Bible,
would not only give its stories, its precepts and its docttinea Sn
tinuous form, but would also show the connection and unity Ii
the Old and New Testaments. '
PRIORS, BY NAIL. •
Gift Edition,

Home Edition,
School Edition,

AddresS "REVIEW AL
Battle 'oree1c.-11

